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FIRST PICTURES OF SECRETARY OF STATE BRYAN IN CALIFORNIA

ARMY

WITH

PREVAILS

Sacramento, Calif., May 3. Governor Johnson' is expected, to have in
his hands tonight an alien land law
barring Japanese anil other aliens ineligible to citizenship from the soil
of California. He has agreed to: delay
signing the bill until 'opportunity
shall be given for hearing whatever
protests President Wilson may desire
to make. In the governor's own
words, this delay will cover a "reasonable time" probably not more than
ten days, certainly not more than
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WOMEN MARCH

U. S. ARMY

FILES OFFICIAL REPORT
GOOD

SATURDAY, MAY

UP

FIFTH

AVENUE

IN

YORK.

BRAVE

MEN

WALK IN SYMPATHY
New York, May
The street3 of
York were astir today with the
fluttering yellow of woman suffrage.
Bedecked with this eo'or. hundreds
of women from all over the country
poured up Fifth avenue, in probably
the biggest parade ever held for tho
cause of "votes for women.-- '
The muster roll indicates an army
of thirty thousand, augmented by
two thousand
male sympathizers,
brave enough to dara tile taunts ot
unbelievers and the "anlJii."
Perfect weather conditions inspired the marchers.
White platoons of police began' to
take positions along Fifth avenue to
protect the parade from possible dis- orderly demonstrations, the marchers recruited from every walk of
life, began to gather this forenoon in
Washington Square and nearby cross

V LINEUP OF OPPOSING
'
X
FORCES IN.MEXICO. X
'
X
Sq. Miles. Population
X Huerta
380,710 1 0,800,000 X
X Carranza
330,390
2,340,000 X
X Bandiis
1,860,000
54,400
X .
X
Totals
765.B00 15,000,000

Watuiington, D. C, May 3. Major
General Leonard Wood, chief of staff
Although the act is designed to ex- of the army, who returned today from
clude all aliens ineligible to citizen- a tour of inspection along the" Mexiship, it is drawn In conformity with can frontier, told Secretary Garrisou
, treaty obligations and guarantees to good order prevailed along the border.
He heard no report of serious ma- every alien his full treaty rights, omit
tine the phrase ineligible to citizen- - ;rauding expeditions into the l!nit?d
(Stales and the sympathy of bordor
ship" objectionable to Japan.
witi
With this program on the cards, the folk he found overwhelmingly
assembly picked up today the workjthe Carranza movement and opposed
of the senate and began final consid- - to the Huerta regime.
streets.
eratlon of the Bioodgood bill, which
ANOTHER BATTLE.
HAD 40 BANDS.
of
is identical with the Webb
Washington, D. C, May 3. Official
bills passed early this
the
New York, N. Y., May 0. EyeS
reports of the shelling of Empalme by
morning by the senate.
front, heads erect, shoulders squared,
federal gunboats yesterday make no
It was planned by the administra mention of casualties among Ameri
men marched
u5,000 women and
tion floor leaders in the lower house cans. Carranzistas in Ciudad Porflril
eight abreast to tho blare of forty
"to adopt the same procedure followed Diaz
bauds up Fifth avenue this afternoon
report a battle at Espinoza near
yesterday by the senate and to begin Monclova, but give no details.
in the greatest parade ever held for
'
must
that
at once, the long debate
-.
tiie cause of woman suffrage.
ALARM.
FALSE
..acnecessarily, "precede conclusive
Behind a squad of mounted police,
3.
Mexico
not
Rebels
did
altion. The effect of the senate's
the long line swept out of Washington
most unanimous decision was expect- kill William B. A. Dingwall, an AmeriSquare shortly after 2 o'clock, a white
can citizen at Matepehuala, in San
ed to hasten the vote.
ribbon
of
marching womanhood,
Since the Bioodgood bill is identi- Luis Potosi, as reported on April 29.
spangled with the yellow banners of
cal with the senate bill already pass- Mr. Dingwall, owner of a foundry and
spffrage, broken here and there by the
ed, it will be Bent on passage imme- directorSof the Santa Maria
sombre colors of detachments of male
diately to the committee on enroll- Paz Mining company, was not even
Over streets that had
sympathizers.
ment there to be compared with its injured during the fighting.
been swept and scrubbed till they
YAQUI INDIANS HELPING.
When the idencompanion measure.
in the sunlight, they paraded
Seev. ot State Win, Jennings Bryan, glistened
Washington, D. C, May 3. Consttity of the two acts has been verified
land bill. From left to right they are:
left inset picture shows principals in California's
to
Upper
Central
street.
park at
to
back
the
will
committee
itutionalists agents here have advices
the
report
as taken while Bryan was addressing
Hiram Johnson, Lieut. Gov. Albert J. Wallace, and Speaker of the Assembly C. ('. Young. The picture w
Tens of thousands, held to the curb
house and the bill will be sent to fhe reporting General Obregon at Guay-ina- Gov.
and
senators
is
view
a
'assemblymen
The
lower
listening
state
showing
the
of
both
general
houses
picture
legislature.
a joint executive session of
by 1200 bluecoats, gave vociferous welwith reinforcements and saying
governor for his signature.
to the arguments of the "Peerless Leader.'.'
come and applause.
The amended alien land bill waB the Carjanza forces have been large,
For days, the leader of the great
rnade a special order of business in ly augmented by Yaqul Indians in So- s
parade had planned the pageant and
nora.
the assembly today.' Shouts of
The militant
nights.
Friday
ALLEGED CONTEMPT
today it was perfect. The city author-Jties- ,
were consumed.
disapproval from Democratic mem THREE GOVERNORS LEAD
intent on avoiding repetition of
the administrations first
bers gret-teTROOPS AGAINST HUERTA.
CASE ARGUED IN
?Mj'sterioiis tires have broken out
the disorder of the suffrage parade at
on
successive
in
sheds
three
attempt to suspend the constitution
these
3
El Paso, Texas,
Felipe RiCOURT
and put the bill through this morn- veras,, governor of May
gettes were suspected of arson bu Washington, made elaborate police arSinaloa, reported
mere was no prooi ot tins, xne latest rangements and there was every indiing. Assemblyman L. D. Bohnett, ad- drowned at sea while being taken a
ministration floor leader, abandoned
fire was evidently incendiary for the cation that the parade would not be
Jefferson
May 3. Arguto Mexico City, has escaped
prisoner
the motion and substituted one calling and arrived
discovered it had been start- marred by untoward incident.
firemen
"case
court
of
in
ments
the
at
Cuba.
contempt
Havana,
safely
The Demfor special consideration.
"THEY WERE ALL THERE."
in
ed
several
parts of the building.
This was reported today to the local
against Win. R. Nelson, editor and
ocrats still protested.
Hundreds of women from other
London, May 3. Miss Dorothy Evcommittee.
constitutionalist
Governformed
terowner,of the Kansas City Star
"There is no need for such
ans, the minister of war in the cabi- slates and scores of suffrage associaor Riveras has notified Governor Car
rific haste," said Assembly Stricken-beck- .
net of the Women's Social and Politi- tions were in the long line. Almost
the principal order of business on the
of
head
of
ranza,
Coahuila,"
military
"There is no doubt this bill the revolution,
cal union, the militant suffragette or- every scale in the social system was
of the Missession
of
program
today's
he
is
that,
returning
will be passed by the majority, but it
ganization, was arrested today at Do- represented, from women of wealth,
souri supreme court. The case came ARSON WAR CONTINUES IN
at once to take the held his own
MERRY, ver, as she was going on board
a foremost in the fight, to domestic sermight as well be done decently. None state. This would make three govern- GOVERNOR OF CALIFORNIA SAYS to
the supreme court on appeal from
of us has had time to so much as ors
s reamer bound
France.
vants from the equal suffrage nation-state troops against
their
ISLAND.
THE
MIDLAND
RAILWAY
leading
BY
PASSED
THAT BILL JUST
Kansas City where last February
read this bill, yet."
of Europe, clad in their national costhe
Huerta
central
government.
Mr. Struckenbruck moved that
SHEDS DESTROYED BY A MYStumes. Women voters from the nine
Joseph A. Guthrie of the JackAn official report received
SENATE WILL KEEP ALIENS FROM Judge
today
BRINGS BACK RARE
sideratlon be postponed until Monson teounty circuit court found Mr.
"white" Btates on the suffrage map;
Governor
from
of
Sonora,
votes
in
Pesquiera
Democratic
but
TERIOUS
FIRE.
sengot
only
day
Nelson guilty of contempt' and
"General" Rosalie Jones and her litOF
GETTING A FOOTHOLD.
reported that federals pursuing the
support.
tenced him to a day in Jail.
tle
of pilgrims who trampe'd
Emstate
which
evacuated
troops
3.
the
In
POLAR EXPEDITION fromarmy
Sacramento, Calif., May
The sentence resulted from the
New
York to Albany, and New
losswere
with
3.
palme,
heavy
repulsed
Oue
of
Aberdeen, Scotland, May
midst of his preparations for leaving
"
Sacramento, Calif., May 3. The publication in Mr. Nelson's paper of
ork to Washington; clerks, stenoSacramento this evening, Secretary of es below Hermosillo.
the
was
of
schools
this
an
public
mat
city
article
umnrie
judge
Vancouver, B. C, May 3.
graphers, telephone operators, b!ioij
The Yaqul Indians under Chief Bule passage of the alien land bill by the had refusedstating
.State Bryan sent word at noon to Govto dismiss a divorce suit partly burned this morning by miliT. Gran, member of Captain
girls, milliners,
factory worker3
ernor Johnson 'and the presiding of- were said again to have entered the senate, in spite of the softening clause settled out of court until attorney's tant
The
and
from almost every
damage
these
marchers
suffragettes.
to
foreignleases
ineligible
in
and
led
field
which
the
Scott's
permitting
fighting
of
legtwo
the
polar
expedition,
of
statficers
houses
the
carrying
fees had been paid. The article
'
calling vhere women labors
islature asking for another conference, occurred late yesterday, All wire ers, is regarded by Governor John- ed the couple who filed the divorce amounted to $2,500. A large quantity records of the expedition, passed other
were in the procession, each carrying
tr be held at 3 o'clock this afternoon. state capital and the
son as a great victory for the people suit had been reconciled and asked of suffragette literature was found through Vancouver today en routeTo
a tiny flr.g, and each trying her best to
is cut between the
'
to
dismiss
it.
the
What observations the secretary
scattered
about
the
judge
building.
of the state.
England, having arrived here on the Lobserve the grand marshal's order:
Commissioner Charles C. Crow, of
has to make on his visit will be con- me port.
Bradford, Eng., May 3. Extensive Makura.
"We have done the big thing," said
"Keep step; no talking or laughing."
suKansas City, appointed by the
tained in his report to the president;
At the plaza where Central parlt
the governor this morning. "When preme court to take depositions in the sheds belonging to the Midland raila number of inGran
Lieutenant
has
he had nothing to say of it here.
KILLED
COUNTESS
street and the avethis bill has passed the assembly, we case, filed his report April 19, recom- road, containing much freight, burned teresting photographs of scenes on meets
Mr. Bryan will hurry to Washington
down here last night," causing a loss
nue, the marchers disbanded for two
ACCIDENTAL
Mr.
be
Nelson
that
discharg
for
mending
without Interruption, accepting no inI'have
made
,lt
shall
Impossible ,
Nineteen loaded freight the journey to the pole and the return mass meetings, one in the plaza, tho
$500,000.
stating that the article which of
vitations to make stop overs on the
GUN DISCHARGE aliens who are ineligible to ocitizen-sl'i- ed and Guthrie
cars
and
of dry goods and trip.
other in Carnegie hall.
quantities
held
contemptuous
- way.
Judge
At Tucson, Arizona, he expects
to get a foothold on the land was
substantially true ill so far as a
to be joined by his son for a brief
Heney, England, May 3. "Death by ot California.
layman could report correctly a
chat.
FATHER ROBINSON
the accidental discharge of her own
"As for leases, I may say that every court proceeding.
BRYAN'S MISSION ENDED.
was
the tragic fate this
shot gun"
NOTED MISSIONARY
Arguments were heard by the court
serious- Sacramento, Calif., May' 3. Secreof the Countess qf Cotten-ham- , bill that has been considered
eh banc, Attorneys Frank P. Walsh
tary Bryan s mission to California is morningwife of the Earl of Cottenham.
DIES IN DENUER
contained
a clause authorizing and-E- .
ly has
R. Morrison of Kansas City,
ended. Without Waiting for the ascountess
The
of
twin
which
The
Bradford
leases.
edibill,
sister,
for"
daughter
the
pesented the arguments
sembly to take action on the alien
Denver, Colo., May 3. Father Rob' land, holding bill, he will leave Sac- the Marquis of Abergiveny, was found passed the assembly two weeks ago, tor and Willard P. Hall and O. H.
Los Angeles, Calif., May 3. De- ed, Kitty Phillips, the youthful mowith"
1910
a
in
dead
wound
gunshot
ramento for the east at 5:05 this aftarsembly and all who opposed alien Dean, of Kansas City, represented murrers and other means of legal de- tion picture actress, whose charges inson died at a local hospital this
'
through the heart in the grounds of ownership at that time, provided for Judge Guthrie.
fense were prepared in behalf of initiated the sensational white slavery morning of bronchial trouble. The
ernoon by way of Los Angeles.
The present bill
He did not indicate in his request the family residence in Oxfordshire. five year leases.
Judge Guthrie's attorneys sought to George H. Bixby the Long Beach mil- investigation, was taken to the cen- piest came to Colorado in the earlier
and was
Today's affair was a mystery until reduces the term to three years. . have commissioner Crow's finding set lionaire, when he was arranged today tral police station by Detective Krvin, seventies as a missionary
what message he would transmit to
'This was done at the earnest re pside.
in the superior court on. two indict- who had brought her from San Fran well known throughout the state.
the legislators,' but told Governor the Earl of Cottenham testified at the
Three months ago Father Robinson
of the Sacraments charging him in connection cisco, to testify before tho grand jury,
Johnson that the California executive coroner's inquest at noon.
quest of
with the delinquency of two minor which will resume its inquiry Mon- made a trip to Las Vegas, In the hop9
could choose for himself whether the
"LITTLE RHODY" CELEBRATES.
He said he had been out with his mento and San Joaquin valleys, so
of restoring his health, but returned
conference should be open or execu-tic- boys and when he returned and found that fair opportunity should be given
girls. The indictments were return- day.
Mrs. Phillips was questioned close- to Denver and entered a hospital,
Providence, R. I., May 3. Rhode ed last night by the county grand jury
his .wife missing he instituted a them to adjust themselves to the new
Two years hence, if the IUand, which renounced its allegiance after a week of inquiry into allega- ly by Chief of Police Sebastian,
JAPS DON'T LIKE IT.
He where he remained until his death.
search,, which resulted in the discov cenditions.
Monsignor Robinson went to Fair-pla- y
Washington, D. C, May 3. It was ery of her body with the gun beside legislature desires, it may eliminate tt- the motherland two months before tions that wealthy men had an or- wanted to know why she had pleadin 1872 and later in the same
learned here today that the Webb it near the stump of a tree, over which the leasing clause, but to do It sud- the other colonies ''threw off the ganized system of ensnaring young ed guilty to a vagrancy charge and
then Vanished, after the blackmailing year crossed" the mountains to Calibill in its present form is not satis- she had evidently stumbled, at the denly would mean ruin to many of our yoke," celebrated its own independ- women for immoral purposes.
Two other indictments were re- charge preferred by Bixby had been fornia gulch. Six years afterward he
factory to the Japanese government. same time accidentally discharging farmers, who with' a brief period for ence day with patriotic exercises
there is possibility
of the weapon. The jury thereupon returned at the same time against Mrs. dropped and she had nothing further moved to Leadville and built the
may prevent that ruin. throughout the state today.
Although
amendment in the lower branch of the turned a verdict of accidental death. I believe tlist two years from now The program was moved, tin a day Jose Rosenberg, as keeper of the to fear. She replied that her attor- first Catholic church. Later he built
as the anniversary falls on Sunday.
there will be further legislation."
Jonquil, the resort at which it is al neys advised her to do so, saying if the present cathedral at Leadville
legislature or conference, the conviction obtains that nothing remains
leged Bixby was known as "the black she did she would be given a sus- which was dedicated in January 1880.
Father Robinson celebrated the first
to be done from the Japanese point SAN ANTONIO GIRL'S
pearl," is charged with having been pended sentence conditioned upon her
chief procufess for the wealthy pat- leaving the city, while, if she remain- mass at the Homestake mine in 1872,
of view at present to await the
GO
ON
PORTRAIT
TO
rons of her place.
to Washington of Secretary Bryed, certain wealthy men interested in using a blacksmith's anvil for an alan. Then it will be in order to take
U.
MONEY
Bixby did not appear personally In the suppression of all white slavery tar, and having in his congregation, the arrangement which was before facts, would sethat .she was severely one Catholic, one Methodist, one Pres
probthe matter up diplomatically,
atheist.
byterian, and one
Wilbur, of the juvenile court. punished.
Judge
ably the first step being to ascertain
New
May 3. Miss Evelina
He entered an appearance through
She further 'jecla'fVd that when she
whether the administration can be James ofYork,
art
an
fall
own
San
and
over'
their
Texas,
which,
Antonio,
party
counted on to begin a legal test of student
Judge Wilbur snl Monday is summoned to testify before the UNCLE SAM'S AID IS
X Is divided, brought the tariff fight in
here, . is receiving the conWashington, V. C, May 3.
NEEDED TO BUILD RAILROAD.
as the date on which Bixby should grand jury, she would atld details still
the constitutionality of, the newct.
Is
she
as
The
house
&
of
her
to
late
sustained
climax.
house
the
friends,
today
today
It the question between the United gratulations
plead, and then announced that he more sensational to the stories al'of
the
is
X
to
whose
Underwool
was
schedule
the
It
S the
girl
likely
portrait
apparent early in the day that
would call an outside jurist ready told of the systematic pursuit
Washington D. C, May 3. Falson
States and Japan should not be set- become
more
than any other. X wood bill, 193 to 74, and "voted X free raw wool as projected In the ad- probably
to preside at the trial. Judge Wil- of young girls by men of wealth and Joslin president of the Tanana Valley
tled within the next three months,- It It 18 safe to popular
bay her picture will be in X down the Republican substitute. X ministration bill was in for a three bur said he would do this because an prominence.,,
. ,
.'
railroad told the senate territories
was intimated here today that Japan
every American home, as it will ap8S.S X X X
cornered fight, the Republicans de- effort had been made to remove him
After the indictments were reported committee today that about the only
might make a formal request for the pear exclusively on Uncle Sam's paper
18
of
a
cent
about
manding
per
duty
as head of the juvenile court a movesubmission of the issue to arbitraay to assure railway construction In
Bixby was taken to the home of a
money.
Washington, D. C., May 3. "Shed-ul- supported by some of the Progres- ment, in which one of the principals fraternal organization, where Judge Alaska from the sea coast to the Intertion at the Hague tribunal.
It was recently selected by a comK" the much discussed,
The special arbitration treaty
always sives and the wool Insurgents of 'the against him was Miss Fannie Bixby, McCormick, presiding judge of the su- ior was to provide government assisttween the two countries negotiated mittee' of congress as the central disputed wool tariff, upon which the majority demanding a 15 per cent sister of the accused man, who is perior court, was in waiting. The ance. Mr. Joslin approved the Chamduty, which they .claimed was the widely known as a philanthropist and bonds of $5,000 were approved there berlain bill authorizing a government
in 1900, which is believed to cover feminine figure of a decorative group Democrats
maintain the Republicans original Judgment
on the reverse side of the new cur
of the ways and sociologist.
and Bixby returned to his home in bond issue of $35,000,000 for the con'
stumbled In their fall from power last means committee.
rency.
.
(Continued on page four).
Shortly before Bixby was arraign Long Beach.
structlon of 733 miles of road.
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Mrs. Max
Castle and Hamlet,
Frost, seemed literally to' have been
cribbed out of Shakespeare, so stunningly appropriate were their costumes. Romeo twanged his mandolin
and played the gallant, while Hamlet,
melancholy and disdainful, was "wrapped in the solitude of his own

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.

r ITCHING SCALP

I

org!-nality.- "

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

TRY OUR COOKING 01 lT

11

Ointment were good for the skin and scalp,
we washed ber scalp each morning with
Cuticura Soap and then applied the Cuticura Ointment, rubbing It in well with the
hand. It helped from the start. I used
one box f Cuticura Ointment and one cake
of Cuticura Soap, then her scalp was cured
and her hair grew again. It has been more'
than a year since and her scalp Is clear and
healthy.'! (Signed) Hiram Crabtree, Jan,

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

Wood

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

O

(Contributed by the Juniors.)
The boys' track team of the Santa
Fe high school left for Albuquerque
yesterday afternoon to take part in
the state contest on May 3. The con- 23, 1(112.
testants are as follows Captain, El
Cuticura Soap is best for skin and hair
mer Friday, Brison Yontz, Frank Cun
becau.se of its extreme purity, delicate yet
ningham, Wallace Fisko, Ralph Lutz, effective medication, and refreshing fraRoland Pollard, and Whipple McCor-miek- . grance It costs but little more than ordiProf. Lougee accompanied the nary soaps, wears to a wafer and gives
comfort and satisfaction
moment of
young men, thinking they needed a its us;i, for toilet, bath andevery
nursery. CutiProf.
Wagner expected
chaperone.
cura Snap and Ointment are sold everywhere.
to follow them later. The boys have Sample of each free, with32-p- . Skin Book.
been practicing hard and it is hoped
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.".
men should use Cuticura
that they will bring home several
Soap
stick, 25c Sample free.
medals. Many of the Santa Fe boys
went as rooters, some in cars, and
Ilug hat with flashing green socks
others on the train.
The seniors have been practicing and red tie. The best man, Marion
faithfully on their class play and it is Burroughs came next dressed in his
fiock with a large sun flower
thought that it will be one of the most evening
successful plays ever given by high in his button hole, and following him
came the little ring bearer,
Helen
school students.
We are all sorry that the seniors Winter carrying a large pillow with
have only a couple more weeks of the horseshoe ring upon it. - The
school with us as they will be missed fat.h r Consuelo Bergere came next
dres! ed in his frock coat carrying a
a great deal by all.
gold headed cane, while the minister,
Mr. Hansel Pflueger, a very brilGertrude Gormley met them at the
liant junior, who has been boasting
the long, 'sol
altar,
that he is the only one in the high emn, there performing
Miss Lulu Krlck ush
school whohas not had the mumps, ererl ceremony. in
the guests
while the wedding
gave us a very- great surprise Fri- march
Doing it," was
"Everybody's
his
from
absent
class,
day by being
McBride.
After
played by Evelyn
for the reason that he is now nursing the
ceremony the bridal party jourWs hope
two very "swell", cheeks.
Here is the new uncorseted figure, that this will be he last case in the neyed down to the coffee room and
there were showered with cabbageB.
tlie new way of standing the new
high school, but the motto will have
draped skirt, the new blouse and the to be "Do not boast." - Edward Cart- THE FIRST HINDU TO
cew "normal" waistline.
wright another Junior, has also been
BE MADE A CITIZEN.
Skirts are narrower about the feet out of school for several weeks, for
Spokane, Wash., May 3. Akhay Kuthan ever and there is alsolutely no the same reason. He is getting along mar
Mozumdar, a Yogi philosopher,
fit to the bodice. You can take steams nicely, and it is hoped that he will
and a native of Calcutta, India,
so
or tucks anywhere,
that your be back at school Monday, as he has
an American citizen, the first
whole general effect will be called by been missed a great deal, not only by Hindu ever to
attain this distinction.
some graceful and by other sloppy,.' the juniors but also by several of the In an
opinion handed down by United
seniors.
acrna
and you will have achieved the
States District Judge Frank H. Rud- of style ' provided you walk with the
Thursday nighj, the' high school kin, the court granted the application,
to
new bended knee and with the droop- students gave a social in order
notwithstanding that in the past the
raise funds to send the track team to courts
ing shoulder carriage.
have held against Hindus. '
was
a
It
very enjoy
Albuquerque.
Judge Rudkin held that certain of
able affair, there being a
the natives of India are members of
with its beautiful Japanese girls, the the Caucasian race,
although the line
circus with its vicious lions, caged of demarcation between
the different
tigers, clowns, the high diver. Deli- castes and classes are dim and diffisold
at
were
another
candies
cious
cult of ascertainment.
Mrs. Sargent, of Galisteo street, enbooth and in the same room coffee
tertains the Thirteen card club this and cakes were served. Another
ENLISTED MAN GETS
afternoon.
great attraction was the fish pond.
INTO ANNAPOLIS ACADEMY.
wedLast but not least was the mock
The Wallace club is meeting this
D. C, May 3. Clarence
Washington,
ding. The bridal train was as fol
afternoon with Mrs. Wheelon, of Pal- lows:
Oliver Ward, of Omaha, one of "the
Phyllis Mayne with her beautiace avenue.
ful clinging cheese-clotgown, her very few enlisted men of the navy to
head being decorated with handsome rise to the qualifications' of a commis
One of a series of informal after- curtain
lace, and carrying a large sioned officer, has successfully passed
noons was given yesterday by Mrs.
came
Then
the the severe entrance examinations to
cabbage.
green
Nuding of Washington avenue.
bride's maid Dorothy Safford, dressed the naval academy at Annapolis.
ard enlisted as a hospital apprentice
in white calico carrying a large bunch
Mrs. Davies, of Palace avenue, en- of
celery. Following her came the litt- at Omaha,. April 25, 1911.
in
friends
few
a
tertained
yesterday
le- flower girl, Minnie
Cartwright
honor of Eer guest, Mrs. W. H. Hahn, with her
large basket contfuring WILL BE KEPT UNDER COLORS
cf Albuquerque.
.
The poor
corn
flakes.
and
FOR THE PRESENT.
wienewursts
Paris, May 3. The French govern
weeping mother Esther Pollard folNrvtt ment, although it has not been official
lowed upon the usher's arm.
MUSIC CLASS.
came the groom, iJorotny tiaywarci, ly announced, intends, in view of the
The music class of the Woman's
coat and silk European situation and the- increase
in a swallow-tai- l
club held its last meeting of the year attired
in the German army, to keep
this
at the home of the Miss Conrad, on
men under
the
year's
Miss Bristoa FASHION DECREES
afternoon.
Thursday
colors for the present. The premier
on German composers.
read a
is expected to make this announcePOCKETS FOR
Mrs. Doll and Miss Parker rendered
ment tomorrow.
two duetts, "Dieux Marches Caracter-istlques.- "
New
Mexican
Want
Ads
always
"MinMrs. Giddings gave a
brins results. Try it
uet" by Raff and "Romance" by Schumann. Miss Abrahamson sang "Die
Lotus Bluemen" and "Still Wie Die
Nacht." ' Miss Conrad sang a group
of three German songs, "Aus Meinon
Grosser Sehmerzer," "Veilcher liber-allThe Antisept icpowder phaken Into
the shoes The Standard Bern-d-y
and "Ich Weiss Night Wnrum."
lor the feel for a Quarter
Miss Conrad and Miss Abrahanieoii
century. .10.000 testimonials. Sold
25c. Samole FRKK.
'
everywhere.
duet.
Serenade
as
a
sang "Schubert's
Address, Allen S. Olmsted. LcRov, K Y.
The Man who out the EEs In FER"
Miss Hinojos sang "BiT Bist Die Run"
Mrs. W. G. Sarand "Fruhlingslied."
gent and Mrs. I. H. Rapp were irost
proficient accompanists for the
A cherry blossom tea followed
the program.

J.

iii

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL, to Torrance thence.

I

East
or
West J

The

Best
Route

HIT

YoXJWHZHYoV
5EE OUR STOCK OF

GOOD COOPS.
.SELECTED THEM

WE

FOR-Yo- U

THEVARE HERE!
AT A TAIR. PRKX mt
WE STAND PACK OF

THEM

.

EVERYBODY LIKES
CERTAIN AMOUNT OF APPLAUSE AND
APPRECIATION SHOWN THEM WHEN THEY KNOW THEY HAVE
DONE A GOOD THING. WE ARE ALWAYS TRYING TO MAKE A HIT
WITH THE PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY BY HAVING A NEW, FULL
STOCK OF RELIABLE HARDWARE, AND BY BEING ABLE TO GIVE
CUSTOMERS JUST WHAT THEY WANT, AND BY MAKING GOOD, HON
EST PRICES, SO THAT EVERYONE WHO' BUYS HARDWARE FROM
US WILL GO AWAY SATISFIED. WE CAN DO NO BETTER ADVERTIS
ING THAN TO PLEASE OUR CUSTOMERS AND GET THEIR CONFIDENCE AND GOOD WILL.
A

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

COMPANY.

--

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE

Phone 14.

HAVE

IT."

Phone 14.

LIGHT

f

today-becam-

THAT

WILL MAKE A

WTTH

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

I'

plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the
ern
and why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for lather, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

.15

PDHM QAMTA PP To EI Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
I AUif 1 jAil I A lli all points in New Mexico, Ari-

Vi- l-

RESOLVED
WE

s-post-card

" BUT IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

7'

Stratford, Cal.
"My daughter's scalp
trouble began as pimples and festered, then
formed wales. Her scalp itcbed and she
had dandruff. Her hair
came out in bunches,
falling entirely In spots
as large as a silver dollar.
A kind of scab would
form in little white
crusts on the spots.
These snota would be
sore' Knowing the Cuti- V'Kl

tea-cu- p

oal

'

Festered Then Formed
Scales. Hair Came Out in Bunches. Scab in White Crusts.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Scalp Cured. Hair Grew.

emphatically.
Mrs. Llewellyn J (all, Mrs. Grace
Kirkpatrick, Miss Jessie P. Carroll and
Miss E. Marraon, of the Episcopal
choir, and the gentlemen of the choir,
sang behind the sceueB and the play
closed by the singing of "Romero and
Juliet," "Annie Laurie" and "Auld
Lang Syne," during the last strains of
which these Merry people drank a
toast and quietly slipped away.

G

DANDRUFF

Pimples

There was an amusing contrast between the men,' still clinging to the
ccstumes of Shakespearian vintage
and the ladies in
evening
gowns, scorning to wear fashions endorsed by the "pettifogging scamp,
Will Shakespeare, vho had so malign
ed them" as Lady Macbeth said, so

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEP1NO POWDER.

GROCERY

;913.

3,

Kva

THE NEW WOMAN.

f7'

SATURDAY, MAY

ODS, Electricity

mod-ho-

desired.

e

,

n

For Rates and Full Information" Address

EUGENE FOX,

NEW

MEXICO

SOCIETY NOTES

a-F--

TEXAS.

MILITARY

r

INSTITUTE

'The West Point of the Southwest.

J

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

v

,

Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley 8,700 feet above sea level,

4

sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannotbe found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen bulldtnifs,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
s
Resents :
E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POX, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

3,

r For particulars

and Illustrated

time-expire- d

ALLEN'S

FOOTEASE

"

cats-ogu-

olo-ist-

IMIIIIlllllllllHliilMIM

& Rio

Grande

R. R.

Springs

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS f

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., cairon
Win.
M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, 23d
m
San Francisco Street, oral Union Depot.
"
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Merchants"

1 1

1

n

.

no

'

longer just
"keep shop." They are live, progressive, alert, and energetic
There's
efficiency
on tap at most pf the shops,
large and small. Everything
conceivable is being done for
the
Information, convenience,
and comfort of patrons. And
It is the patron's own fault if
he or she doesnt know where
the choicest things may be purd

.

g

1 1 1

'

ping

where the best service
had, and where prices
are the most reasonable.
chased,is to be

,

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast
jr.

program.
The club ana its guests enjoyed
hearing "i'he Ladies Speak at Last.'
They not only spoke at last, but they
spoke at first at last and always. The
performance began with an overture
ot old Scotch melodies, artistically
played by Miss Sybil Hunt, Miss Ruth
Safford and Miss Consuelo Bergere, violinists, with Mrs. Doll as pianist, lead
er Mrs. T. A. Hayden, witty and ver
was a charming
satile throughout,
Juliet. Port is, by Mrs. Frank Andiews, could not have been excelled,
giving her lines with fluency ana
ease. Ophelia, by Miss Louisa Hut-sewas indeed delightful.
Her ingenuous way of quoting from Ham's
induced many a
sage philosophy
laugh. Mrs. Tom VickRoy, with her
striking appearance and One voice,
made an ideal Lady Macbeth, giving
the rich tone to the Scotch as could be
given only by one who knew the
"banks and braes." In attendance
upon Portia was her maid, Nerissa,
Mrs. IJewellyn Hall, who gave her
part, 'a heavy thinking part," as she
expressed it, with clever - grace and
nUh. And then there was the Ghost,
Mhw Cora Hayward, a moat entertain-la1
Sbd likable ghost Romeo, Mrs.

Thtre isn't much excuse nowadays for the woman or man
who is "bored to death" by shop-

I

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

--

MADE EASY.

Last Wednesday evening the art and
literature department of the Woman
club rendered a delightfully unique

and Pueblo.

THROUGH LINE TO

SHOPPING

WOMAN'S CLUB.

SHORTEST LINE TO

I Denver, Colorado

CAPITAL COAL YARD
'

"HER

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

j Denver

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

-

address,
I?

your stove is ready to cook your
iron, ready to use, your toasted
for
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght" Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

h

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

1

N

OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and

Here you have them! Pockets, real pockets!
Martla Armand has Just sent over
from Paris a tailored suit of striped
gray suede cloth. . Theskirt. is perfectly plain and fitted with pockets.
The short coat embroidered, vest is
belfed . with patent laather. ; Almost
all women;; young and old wilt wet
come the comfort ot the pockets,

Just read over carefully the
Instructive,
announcements T of every de-- .
serjptlon contained J n todays
'NEW MEXICAN and you will
readily understand how simple;
It is to find out where to shop
.and what to bvy. '.".
;

crisp,

r

PHONE

oal

85 MAIN.

-

Wood

HDRAiL

SWASTIKA LUMP

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

CERRILLOS LUMP

STEAM COAL

ANTHRACITE-COA-

L,

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

T- -

& S. F. Railroad Depot

Spring is Here! "Fixit Shop"
not
have that
Why
Upholstering Done

and Furniture
paired?

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and. Wood

Re-

'GUNS, BICYCLE,

We make Mission Furniture,
Shelving! Counters, 5teplad ' '
ders, and do' all kinds
of

'

LOCK, KEY

and

SPECIALTIES

UPHOLSTERING

repairing.

J.F.RHOADS
NOVELTY

128

Ga$fe9St.P!!se!WJ

WORKS.

GALISTEO ST.
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE. N. M.
X04

Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad
ant onick returns.

tf you

i

,NEW MEXICAN PEINTING
Looal Agents for'

CO.

""TT1

SlofcctDiclce
"Elastic" Bockcaw
and Desk ccmblssl

.

A Desk Unit witb few or" q
many Book Units as desired.
Thcoaly psrftctcoiiiiilnstinn v
Hear and boofrrif ever mads.
Roomy, conruMtcs. atttac- ttvs. We wsat to wow y
its advantages and oessW
Uitsfc

abort it,
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ANIMALS-THOUSATHE FIFTY
CHICHESTER S P!LLS A DAY WITH AMERICA'S BIGGEST HERD OF WILD
ELK
IN
MONTANA.
LORDLY
til
HOW THIS CITY CAN GET 80ME OP THESE FINE DEER FOR THE PARKS.

and Uiveiulrdin Peck.
tiie banks of the l.ohigh river near sisters Violet
RRANI. A.
With them were a larse lot of trunks,
his borne.
English tu. There also
lis.'iU
decidedly
disand
for
the
In
Unld meMUclf
Mr. Mauser gives tredit
worth CMiQSi
were hairlooms and about $
""Il ' Blue RUJion.
Take no oilier. Ituy or your Y
Salr-'.'covery to Moses' Newhard, a nei.;'. of wedding presents.
I L.
Hit AND 11 LI., for 115,
enT lIAMONl
some
Por
"Forty-fivper cer: duty" said the
bor, who for many. years was an
Allentown. Pa. May
years known as Best, Safest, Always Kellal.l
woodim-.:-Mr.
been
Newvirci,
the
on
official
have
viewvii:
putting
BY
customs
pre
thusiastic
SOLD
Ml MISTS EVERYWHERE
years ornithologists
over the extinc in bis younger dav.3 t'apr-- d and shot sents and heirlooms.
up a cry of distress
fhniiKBiids of those b .ids. The dis
"But, my good man" pfjtcsted Sir WILSON IS PLEASED AT
tion of the American -uu
i
nrcor-limRECEPTION GIVEN HIM.
Williams, "I only want to take, them
This bird was once so numerous tnat tjnjmjphing character! st!.
it was one of the euier. aeiigmn uicolo- - to ,htse two lovers of nature or wim to St, Louis and then carry them back
in the
beautiful Mulsh broiv.e home."
pigeon i8
sportsman, and it formed
18G0
"Washington, D. C, May 3. Presia!Tie rnBion in the palmy days of the "I see," fcald the inspect;
nial days and even as late asor
"I."
v;
Wilson returned to the White
dent
of
article
myTooa.jwUd
vot inconsiderable
0Keoa was tuj browlln
cent duty."
at 8 o'clock today, after a two
numerhouse
It
was
iriads of tn(,KP binK
Even thirty years ugo
Finding that objections of vnr!ou:i days' speaking trip to New Jersey. He
.
ous. Within Hie lust two years fil
sorts brought forth only ivpetitio i o, expressed himself as well pleased with
enthusiast offered a reward of $500')
that hateful phrase, Sir William left his reception in the state and conBflDC
INSPECTOR
wild
pigeons.
for a buir of
the articles here and proccod' .1 with fident that the reforms lie advocated,
J. Mark Mauser, former president SPOILED THE WEDDING his
party to St. Louis, wlvr.- his pros ultimately would be accomplished.
of the Lehigh Valley Motor Club, rebride , the daughter of a
peeJve
are
wild
pigeons
ports that a pair of
V
".
shadow
New
lit'.in
paint manufacturer, awaits MISS HARDEN BREAKS
Wealthy
York,
May
or
woodland alo ri
A WORLD RECORD.
inhabiting a stretch
about the size and shape of a custom him. The wedding will ue a brilliant
affair.
over
cast
be?!i
has
Inspector's badge
fo." thi- nilirriagc! ot
the
Pouglikeepsie, N. Y., May 3. Miss
Every Woman .Miss preparations
The great calamity in Omaha was Elizabeth A. Harden, of Klizabeth, N.
Tvdwina
Tb otnb i:;ji. of ..St.
Is Interested antt should
Louis, to Sir Willi li.i Peek, 30 years rtiuickly
by the terribly J., today broke the world's record for
know about the wonderful
1'nrdr disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suf women in the shot out at the Vassalold, of Devonshire.- - Liir.and
"r" si"T
Marvel
Sam's custom rules are responsible fering and sickness from colds and ex- college field day will) a put of 32 feet
r2- - "s.
uoucne for
v-- x-- .
the"" shadow, a.il wi'l re.Milt in posure resulted. L. I'oole, 2217 CaliThe previous record was
. Inch.
Miss Thromburgh foro:;nirm the plea- fornia St., Omaha, writes: "My daugh- made by Miss Inez Milholland, the suf-for
Ask
sure of showing hev woddiiu? presents ter had a very seve coiigh and cold fragist leader, in 1909.
ft. Iibe cannot sup
l ut Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
before leaving on he: bcnoyn.oon.
ply the MARVEL,
but
no
other,
accept
Xew Mexican Want Ads always
Sir William arriv.'l hi the Lnpland knocked it out in no time." Refuse
send stamp for book. Marvel Co., 44 E. 23d Si .T.
with his mother, Ladf Peels, and his substitutes. The Capital Pharmacy.
bring results. Try it.

RARE SPECIES OF
WILD PIGEON FOUND
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"Second Period" Vote Schedu e 1,I
TERMINATES

TO-NIGH-

I

AT 9 O'CLOCK, SHARP!

T

I

I!
I!

GET YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS IN EARLY TO AVOID A POSSIBLE RUSH AT THE CLOSING
ht
to apply on the
HOUR. Not one single subscription will be accepted after 9 o'clock
SECOND PERIOD." However, candidates residing outside the City of Santa Fe will have the
privilege of mailing their subscriptions UP TO THE CLOSING HOUR, and all letters containing
orders bearing the postmark of May 3rd will be accepted and votes issued according to " Second
to-nig-

I
1

Period" Schedule.

THREE MORE WEEKS OF THE CONTEST

ONLY

marks the close of the FOURTH WEEK of the NEW MEXICAN'S GREAT $5,000 PRIZE
CONTEST, and there remain ONLY THREE MORE WEEKS in which to secure enough votes and
subscriptions to win the prize you most desire. Hard work now will count for more than all
the regrets in the world after the race has been lost.
To-nig-

There is that princely sum,
To

I
I
I

ht

Be

QQQ

fj

THE GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

GOLD COIN

li
'Si

SlCUrlnj the greatest number of vo tes In the entire contest, regardless as to where he or'she resides In
me state or New Mexico.

awarded the candidate

!

(By W. H. Allmrn.)

Gardiner, Mont., May 3. Did you
ever hear of the- romance and tragedy
lot the biggest herd of cattle in the
United States today?
If you have, you know that that herd
of cattle is really a herd of elk
where between 40,000 and 60,000 of
the most lordly of the deer family on
all the earth!
j

And do you know few people do-t- hat
it is within the power of the city
of Santa Fe to get free, abHoiutely
free except the price of transportation from this point, of one or more
of these elk to add to the attractiveness of Santa Fe's parks?
It is even possible for private peo- pie who will guarantee proper care
of the animals to secure posession of
one or more of these magnificent
deer!
Think of 40,000 or 50,000 elk in one
great drove scattered over a section
Of our country as small as one" of the
smaller states! For many years these
iUlimalfi linve been drifting in the
"f Yellowstone Park, because
exPa,,Be of wild'
therms the
west
.
..... Brettt
left
in
grazing country
di-.- ,,

There are those elegant $450 STORY

& CLARK PIANOS,

of the Four Districts.

First Prizes for Each

1

I

$200 INDIAN MOTORCYCLES, Second Prizes for Each
of the Four Districts.

PURCHASED OF NEAL & KIRKPATRICK, AGENTS FOR THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE CO, .SANTA FE, N.
To be awarded the candidates having the second highest number of votes in each of the four districts.

M-

hay and feed the elk. But the expense
entailed was enormous and it did
not seem to do very much good, as
the elk died just the same,
Then it was that offers were made
to states where elk herds have been
depleted or have entirely disappeared
to give away herds from the Jackson
Hole contingent.
Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, North Dakota, Washington,
Oregon, California and Arizona have
availed themselves of this offer.
The people here at Gardiner tell
me this spring that the herd came
through this winter better than far
years. The snow was not so deep nor
did it cover the foothills ail the time,
YeBterday I tramped out into the
hills, and everywhere you looked you
could see elk, grazing in valley and on
I saw hundreds in a few
hillside.
hours, some pawing through the soft
snow for the grass and others munch
ing the bark from twigs.
I am sending the New Mexican a
photograph of one of the herds I met.
the ranchers.
The camera had to be snapped at a
The government was finally asked long distance, of course, because the
to do something, and for several years scene would have changed very swift- appropriations were made to purchase iy If they had seen me closelv.

'

I IS FRIEDMANN'S "CURE"

PURCHASED OF LEARN
AN CO., ALBUQUERQUE.
To be awarded the candidates having the greatest number of votes In each of the four districts, after the grand capital prize has been
:'' awarded.

there are those splendid

gr"

because it was the only home left
for timid deer.
In the summer they feed on the
juicy grass of the foothills in and
around the huge park. As the snow
falls deeper and deeper they drift
down "Into Jackson hole, a great, low
basin where it is comparatively warm
all winter.
But, though it is warm,
there is not nearly enough grass for
such a herd. Beside, settlers have
taken up some of the land and the
result lias been that thousands of the
deer have starved to death every winter since about 1900.
The animals become so tamo and
docile through hunger that it was a
frequent sight to see them walk up to
a ranch house and literally beg for
food.
The ranchers fed as many of
them as they could, but the drain on
their resources was too great. Besides this, the herds did considerable
damage In destroying fences and eating hay stacked in fields that was intended for the domestic animals of

1

-'

til

I

There are those beautiful $150 SOLITAIRE DIAMOND RINGS, Third Prizes for
Each of the Four , Districts.
PURCHASED OF AND ON EXHIBITION AT H. C..YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
the candidates having the third highest number of votes in each of the. four districts.

(By James J 'Walsh, M. D., Sc., in Xew
York Herald.)
The time has come when Dr. Fried- mann must prepare for the second in
jection of his special serum for tuberculosis into the patients whom he
treated shortly after landing. He an
nouncea at mai nine mm a. new.,"

cally no one is exempt.

Most of us,

s
of us throw ort
that is,
the disease by our own resistive vitalsuccumbs
ity. Less than
seven-eighth-

one-eight- h

to it.
In the last 20 years the methods
of treating the disease have developed
so successfully that a great many even
of those suffering from the disease
in severe forms, have the affection
$Ql!t, mintif h. namiirarv All imDl'eS- - arrested
and most of the incfyient
rPTllPiiV
Vila
r& Li-.wan n,.n,.n1ar,t
uicib
iiictotctu that
cases, some authorities say all of them,
immediate resuus, are cured, or at least put in a condiwould produce
whlch'in most patients would go on tion in which the disease will dovelop
to complete recovery without ado, but
is very serious
in again only it there
he himself was rather conservative
conditions for
of
the
proper
'
neglect
his announcements in this matter the maintenance of health.
whenever definite personal statements
Some patients have been known to
were secured from him.
live an active life for many years. We
The disappointment over the re have rocords of tuberculosis patients,
sults so far secured is mainly due to consumptives beyond all doubt, who
lived for half a century after the
that over anxiety to have a rapid
edy for so fatal a disease. H would (severe symptoms were noted. Some
be quite unfair, then, to draw any 0f them have been among the world's
hasty conclusions from the present best workers.
conditions of the patients treated by
In estimating the value of Dr. Fried-hlm- .
We must simply wait In
new remedy these facts will
. - Un t.An
!
CtnnliPnHnnfl Of
- jl
iinna lltllll
..,? t,c milul
Ill llllllv.
'1IUVC IU UC IVC.1,1. In
lliual r..t
uiiui ,u.x.m
l,vi
..j..
his remedy have been made miner uisj ,at tne natural curative reaction of
test conditions.
the system which exists in many cases
We are justified, however, In re and can be stimulated by ordinary
1
tieatment be taken for the effect of
viewing the results so far observed.
must say frankly that the remedy has a remedy. That has been the fallacy
not fulfilled the expectations aroused in the past which has secured for a
for many a "cure" for tubercu-vatlveven by Dr. Friedmann's ,own conser-tunthat lias now been definitely
the
all
claims. Apparently
tients to whom the remedy has been given up as useless the reputation of
administered have gained in weight. a great discovery and secured for the
some of them a number of pounds, moment the worlds attention to tne
even up to 20, some less than one inventor.
tu-- j
Dr. Friedmann deserves to have
pound. To any one familiar with
this is not weighty evidence tier lime for his demonstrations, how-ocurative value, for almost any revievor. The effect of his second and
it edv given with impressive promises those of his third injections of the
M 'to tuberculosis patients will produce same patients if they are necessary,
We are watching
must be awaited.
Jy this same result.
The remedy may be quite Indiffer these tests here in America not alone
ent, or even trivial, in Its emciency, fcr ourselves, but for the whole world.
l ut the patients take on new courage, If they prove successful, it will confer
eat more as a result and then promptly not a little glory on our country foi
l aving so liberally
provided the opbegin to gain in weight.
At one hospital at least- where a portunities that a foreign scientist apnumber of patients were treated it Is
said that those who were not given
the new remedy have on the average
gained as much in weight as those
IF FAiL TO CURE 8n CAwCER OrTuMuR
treated with It. The disciplmeuf
hospital under our modern hygemc . TRciTRI:cnDFiP!.nniRn.BrB.riBIni
r
li.eiliods of treatment, the provision
IIU Mill L Ul rHIH
r.f lv.H
fnn,l Ihon thnll- hntllPS COllld
No Pay Until Cured
;iS provide for many patients, the insis-WNo X Ray or other
trace on more fresh air benefit a great swindle.
An island
makes the cure
many of the consumptives, at least for plant
GUARANTEE
ABSOLUTE
a time.
Any TUMOR, LUMP or'
It must not be forgotten that while sore o i in up, race
long is Cancer
tuberculosis , Is a. very fatal disease it or body
s
unui last
BOOK
is, wnen tanuu in lime auuj pi ut i ij stage.
affeccurable
an
eminently
treated,
.hoiisan'tt ciml at bnmc
tion. We know now that every one w it it is to some
who dies above the age of 30 from ANY IMUU
wnuRHfg KKEAST
some other disease than tuberculosis ts CANCER, and IfncRlGctcd It always polsont
has a healed lesion of the disease deep elands jn the armpit, and kills ouickly.
somewhere. In the body. We used to Address 0R.& MRS. DR. CHAMLEY book
tb Ink that only somewhat more than "Strictly Reliable." Poor Cured at Half Priccor Frea
So. MAIN ST., LOS AHGELES, CAL.
1MB
f
of mankind suffered from it, AB
SENO US NAMES of the AFFLICTED'
IIIDLY
but recent, studies show that practl-
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To be awarded

AN UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS?

..

There are those delightful VACATION TRIPS TO THE PACIFIC COAST, Fourth
Prizes for Each of the Four Districts.
v

To be awarded the candidates having the fourth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.

There are those vaIuableSCHOLARSHIPS IN THE
of the four Districts.

I. C. S.

1

Fifth Prizes for Each

rem-i,av- e

PURCHASED THROUGH D. MACCURDY,
AGENT, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
To be awarded the candidates having the fifth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.

There

are those attractive $25 GOLD WATCHES,
of the Hour Districts.
fo

x
be awarded

AND A COMMISSION

I

Sixth Prizes for Each

I
I
I
1
I

PURCHASED OF H.'C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
the candidates having the sixth highest number of votes In each of the four districts.
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and subscription price of
FE NEW MEXICAN (DAJLY), NEW MEXICAN
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEK-
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The Santa Fe New Mexican
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$5,000.00 Prize Contest
10 VOTES
For Miss,, Mr. or Mrs.

From April 21st to May 3rd
the following votes will be
on

This coupon, when neatly 'clipped oiit, name and address
filled in, and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M.t will count as 10 votes.
'
Do not roll or fold. Mail In flat packages.
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2.00
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2
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New

1

1.800
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18,000

This is positively the GREATEST AND MOST LIBERAL PRIZE CONTEST EVER INAUGU
RATED BY ANY NEWSPAPER IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. The Santa Fe New
Mexican presents an opportunity of a lifetime to the
energetic men and
women of this State to secure prizes worth hundreds of dollars for a few weeks'
"
work. Get In the race and get your share of the valuable prizes
offered. It costs nothing to try.
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1

1

;

'

GIVE

$100D

RAILROADS DID
GOOD BUSINESS
IN FEBRUARY
Itailway business in the United
States for February was slightly
gerater than for the corresponding
month ot 1912. This is indicated in
statistics compiled by the bureau ot
railway economics from the reports of
steam railways, operating over ninety
per cent of the mileage of the country, to the interstate commerce commission.
The returns for February average
as follows per mile of line: Total operating revenues per mile amounted
to $1105, which is 5.3 per cent greater
than in February 1912; operating expenses per mile amounted to $756, or
f.i per cent greater than In 3912; net
operating revenue per mile amounted
to $259, or 2.4 per cent greater than
in 1912.
Taxes amounted to $46 per
mile, an increase of 5.7 'per cent. Operating income, which is what is avail
able for rentals, interest on bonds,
for betterments, improvements, and new construction, and for
dividends, after the payment of operating expenses and taxes, amounted in
February to $212 per mile This represents an increase over February
!!02 of less than four dollars, or 1.8
per cent.
As February contained twenty-ninin
days in 1912 and but twenty-eigh- t
1913, the returns for this month of the
current year, other things equal,
would be somewhat less than for February 1912. A comparison of operating income on the basis of income per
mile per day eliminates the effect of
the extra day in 1912. On this basis
operating income per mile per day
averaged $7.35 in February 1913,
$7.19 in 1912 and $6.4G in 1911.
The railway returns here presented
sie for the month ending February
S, and do not reflect the recent Impairment of railway operating conditions on account of floods In the middle west and the south. It will not
be possible to trace the effect of these
impaired conditions in the railway
record until the returns for March,
April and later months are available.
e

It will not pay you to watte your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com
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6.000
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40.000
25.00
125,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.
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From May 5th 'to May 17th, Inclube is.
sive, tiie following votes-wi- ll
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NEW MEXICAN.
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Mail
J.50
3,000
I 1.25
8,000
3.00
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1 year
5.00 " 6.00
20,000
"
U.Ou . 50,000
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30.00 160,000
25.00
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subscriptions:
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rarently could not secure at home. Of
one thing we must make sure, that
when the tests are concluded, there
should be no reasonable doubt ieft as
to the exact value of the new remedy.

747

one-hal-

-

At

..Subscribe for the Santa F; New
the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the apbulld-ln- s
of our new State.
Mexican,

Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and the
r.ew

state.
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handling' ball often figures he lias a
chance to catch the runner at the plte
and thereby allows batsmen as well
as runner to arrive safely at his des

N
LET

HER

GO, GALLAGHER!

Baseball Is to be investigated. If
Uncle Sam learns that his pet sport
Is controlled as meat, coal, lumber and
oi6er .odda.aud ends that make up the
lfst of necessities are controlled, then,
he will tramp all oyer or:
ganised bas?ball.; Representative Thomas Gallagher ol
Illinois has demanded an investigation
of baseball and congress plans: to investigate. Gallagher is a fan who has
the interests of the minor leagues at
heart He has written his opinion ot
the situation especially for the New
Mexican and he shows that he has
given much thought to the subject,

Among 'the cities expected
enter is San Francisco.

George E. Spears, champion fancy
shot player of the world will be here
Monday and hns"been engaged by the
Montezuma billiard parlors to exhibit
at the parlors' on Monday evening.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Mr. Spears has a standing challenge
.
Club.
Won,ILoBt.
t;i nnv Dla.ver in the world and offers,
5
.....13
cdds of 100 or no count to all' comers. Chicago ...
4
7
After the game Mr. Spears will glvo hiledeIPhia
6
8
York
exhibitions
one of his remarkable
of,Nw
S
,7
..'
f;incy shots, including finger billiards 'St.
'"'
8
"9
Louis
iind Chinese pool, and he will lecture
8
Pittsburg
on how to play the game.
10
Boston . .
.

lr

St. Louis, Mo., May

If

JACK SOULAR IN CHAMPION.
Philadelphia, May 3. "Jack" Soul-a- r
of Philadelphia, today won the professional racquet championship of the
world by defeating Charles Williams
oi England, the title holder, at the rac
Iquet club.
15-13-15-The score was
The 'conditions of the match were
jthat several games should be played
ion a London court and several on a
Philadelphia court. The first half of
ithe match was played at the Queen's
club, London, on April 5, and resulted
In a victory for Williams, four games
(to two, but Williams had an advan
tage of only ten acres.
To win the championship Soutar
Lad to take four straight games and
score more aces than his rival.
I
Soutar took the four games in easy
fashion, and in doing so, put together
13-- 2

j

l'i!

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing Com-

8

Cincinnati
Club.

aces.

..11

Philadelphia

Cleveland
Chicago
JJoston
St Louis

British-America-

Pet.
,722
.636

.

.529
.529
,2Sfi

PCt.
706

4
8
9

.12
7

.

n

,

n

"

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
a remedjr for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic, catarrh,; inflammation or ulceraa's

j

3

9

fact that thousands of
' women we now using

Do you realize the

3

.571

.12

...Ji

Washington

4

Besides the world's title, the men
'played for a stake of $2,500 a side.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Won. Lost.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

"A century

3.

Anglo-America- n

peace congress today.
William Renwick Riddel, justice!
of the supreme court of Ontario, r- viewed
relations for
the last, hundred years, ami said that
questions more difficult of settlement
than any settled by war had Tieen
adjusted peacefully between the Unit-,53led Stat.s and Great Britain.
The determination of the English
speakL,?i peoples, he said, "that they
W'H c include
their
disputes by
peacefvl means is final and irrevoc-- I
able and must, in the nature of things,
have a tremendtfus influence on the
world ai large! No one expects or
desires a political union between the
iLFnited Ftates and Great Britain, but
mere '
S'owiius senae oi uuny mai
must guide the actions of both parties.

.188

13

3

pany.

peace" was the
general topic at the fourth American
of

Standing of the Clubs.

'

,

1

AN HUNDRED YEARS
PASSED IN REVIEW

to

race.

BASEBALL.

from Illinois, Who
"Fair
Play for Minor Leagues," Demand of Congressman
""
Has Started Congressional Investigation of Baseball Trust.

Work for tfc Js'ew Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Bant Ft and
the new state

AND THEN SHE WAS SHOCKED!

tination.

CHAMPION BILLIARDS
HERE ON MONDAY

gj2

'fi0Q

.438

4

WOMAN LODGED IN JAIL.

.421'

13
13

Sioux City
Omaha
JJes Moines
Topeka
Wichita

.

,

.

. .

......

6

6
,

4
3
2

,

..............

7
7
8
10
11

'462

JAP BILL WILL

.333 ANTI
.231
.154

CONFORM TO TREATY.

'(Continued from page, one).

'

Where They Play Today

MASONIC.

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of .each month at
Masonic
Hall at
CALIFORNIA SOLONS
7:30.
A LITTLE ADVICE.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
"Do Not Turn a Long Standing Friend- - CHAS, E. LINNEY, Secretary.
ship Into Enmity and Friction ton
Santa Fe Chapter No.
the Future," is Warning Sent.

e

j

tion, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve m water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recom- mended Paxtine in their private cor
respondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
no equal Only 50c. a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass,

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

ady Why you naughty boy, 1
never
crown
heard such language since the
3.
Jnu.,
point,
May
using
New York
.133!
Mayor Knott's automobile, and mak- tiny I was born.
Small Boy Yes, muni; I s'pose dere
ing a detour around the spot where
WESTERN LEAGUE.
would-blynchers were posted, Grace wuz a good deal of cussin' de day you
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet.
.'
.923 Smith, who shot and killed Clarence wuz born.
12
Denver
i
a
in
saloon
Murphy
Wednesday
Gary
4
St. Joseph ........
.714
10
4
.C92 night, .was lodged in jail here .today. PEACE CONGRESS GIVES
Lincoln
. . . . 9

......

Detroit

the' 'case, will expire by limitation
St. Louis, Mo., May 3, The Ameriunless it Is renewed August 24. It can
'peace congress today adopted resCADDIE WANTED TO TEST
NATIONAL LEAGUE. ,
will be necessary for Japan to claim olutions- urging the
repeal of .the
THOSE "HIGH BALLS."
the benefits of the treaty before' that clause in the Panama canal act .ex''
Cincinnati at Chicago.
Wilmington, Del., May 3. Rodney
..
date.
,
,
empting American coast wise vessels
Boston at Brooklyn.
Warren, 12, a caddie, who heard play
Tli'! particular provision
of the from the payment of tolls.
ers at the Wilmington Country club
New York at Philadelphia.
treaty is: "Differences which" arise
"Failing in this," the resolutions
St. Louis at. Pittsburg.
discussing "high balls," gathered the
of a legal nature or relating to the in add, "the controversy should be subidea that the drink was in some way
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
terpretatlon of treaties existing be mitted to the Hague court for arbiconnected with golf. He cut open one
twecn the two contracting
parties tration."
a
of the balls and found it filled with
Chicago at Detroit.
whi h it may not have been possible
The congress also appealed to the
liquid, which he drank.
Washington at Boston.
to f.'ttle by diplomacy shall be re- California legislature and to the naA stomach pump saved his life. The
Philadelphia at New York.
ferred to the permanent court of arbi- tional administration to secure a just
Cleveland at St.' Louis.
liquid was highly impregnated with artration stablished at the Hague by and impartial settlement of the ques
senic.
the convention of July2S, 1899, pro- - tion of alien ownership of land as
Today Games.
jvidr-dnevertheless, that they do not inayH not discriminate against the citiaffect the vital interest, the independ-- j zens, of a great and friendly power
TESREAU HAS HARD
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
enco, or the honor of the two con- and 'turn a long standing friendship
TASK AHEAD FOR 1913 At Brooklyn
tracting parties or do not concern the into enmity and friction for the fuinterest of third parties."
ture."' '
Boston
do not believe the
Diplomatists
Other resolutions express appreciaBaseball is full of upsets as the rec Brooklyn
.....
honor as it has tion of the work of President Taft
question of Japanese
ords sho,w.
.
.
Rucker
and
.,.,,
Garvais
,
audi.ut?tu Iticiicu
Whaling;
LU
ill v;uiiud;Liuii
the general arbitration
win.
Prior to the opening of the season Miller.
situation would be treaties, which Jater failed of consuui
the California
that big
fens confidently expected
held to be of such a nature as to mation because of senate amendments,
Jeff Tesreau, of the Giants, would
At Phiiadelphia- come under the exemption of ques- congratulated the nation ep--. the failstart right off the reel and pile up aljc-2
York
tions of honor as referred to in the ure of the two battleship
program
3
string of consecutive victories.
in the national congress;
Vged the
treaty.
r
mammoth
McGraw's
stead,
Mathewfcon and Meyers;
Wilson,
Secretary Bryan has telegraphed president to open diplomatic negotiadrops the opener to the Boston Braves, Chalmers and Killifer, Dooin.
Wilson he would leave Sa- tions looking to the reduction of armPresident
while
slab
from
the
getting driven
cramento
tonight and arrive here aments antr approve the announced
!
At Pittsburgh
dropping it, and then, on liis first apUntil that time the presi- - policy of President Wilson and Sec.
6 14 0 Thursday.
pearance in a relief role, allows' the St. Louis
t
...111
;
i
.i
n
j
1l
uuutfl
Hiuuu, w III mantr jiu retary Bryan to negotiate treaties'; of;
3 11 2 ueill,
.opposition to come from behind and Pittsburgh .
comment.
unrestricted arbitration.
win out.
Harmon
and
AtcLean;
Steele,
Officials here hope no bill will be
"We call upon all friends of peace,"
a
win
will
Tesreau undoubtedly
great C'Toole, Robinson aud Simon.
until say the resolutions, "to guard against
Johnson
Governor
by
signed
McGrawites
number of games for the
President Wilson has had an oppor- the insiduous effort to extend military
this year, and possibly may surpass
At Chicago
tunity to confer with Secretary Bry- training in the schools and to make
his. 1912 record. ThGre is one record Cincinnat- i9 13. 0 an as well as with the
Japanese am- naval recruiting stations of the colhe made in 1912, however that he can- Chicago
-9
0 bassador.
leges and universities.
not possibly equal, even though the
Benton, Suggs and Clark; Overall,
Mr. Bryan will bring to the presiIn
That
still
'Its infancy.
stason be
Lavender and Archer.
It will not pay you to waste your
dent a detailed report, and, immediLast
record relates to home runs.
his return it is not im- time I writing out your legal forms
after
ately
year only one National league player
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
can get them already print-oprobable that Governor Johnson will when-yomade a homer off Jeff, who worked in
be communicated with.
At
Boston
at the New Mexican Printing
243 innings, equivalent to 27 complete
WILL TEST VALIDITY.
9 2
2
Company.
games. On Tesreau's first two ap- Washington
St. Louis, May 3. California' citi1 4 2
Boston
season
he
pearances on the slab this
land
zens
who
the
oppose
Bedilr.bored for just seven stanzas, and in ' Engle, Johnson aud Ainsmith;
ownership bill passed by the Califcni qiiH f'pHv TCimnmnlfoiv
that time was located for two
ornia senate, will hold-i- ts
operation"
John Titus was the lone Nair suspense by an appeal to the ref-At New York
tional leaguer who clouted for the cir8 13 .0 erendum and the validity of the law
cuit off Tesreau last season, the pre- Philadelphia
8 4 will be tested in the federal supreme
6
York
New
sent Bostonian, then a Phillie making
court, according to President David
Bueh
and
Schultze,
Thomas;
Houck,
r
in the game played
his
Starr Jordan of Leland Stanford uni-and
Sweeney.
Keating, Klepfer
1

It- - R.

for he goes straight to the core
the apple in his summary. Editor.

must pay to witness the sport; how men are enslaved
and forced to accept salaries and
terms or be forever barred from playing.
If one of cur big commercial industries was conducted in this manner
the government would swoop down on
it and break it up. Such conduct
would not be tolerated for a moment.
Yet here we have a great institution,
to which practically all citizens pay
tribute, which is allowed to practice
its monopolistic business unmolested.
Suppose any big industrial concern
forced its employes to enter into a
contract which prohibited them workSuppose an
ing for anybody else?
employe of a railroad in New England
wanted to quit and go to work for a
railroad in Iowa, but was told by the
New England railroad he couldn't do
d
that
it; was told by the
U wouldn't hire him because he had
quit the New England company?,
.We wouldn't Btand that. But it is
the rule in baseball.
Those are the things I want investigated. I want competition in baseball,
for the good of the sport and the benefit of its patrons, for the same reason that we are right now getting
ready to restore competition in industrial and commercial enterprises,
for the good of all the people.-

of 'fixed which millions

(By Thomas Gallagher.)
Representative from Illinoins,

who
las introduced resolution calling for
investigation of alleged baseball trust.
Washington, D. C, May 3. I have
assurances from the rules committee
ot the house of representatives that
there Is an excellent chance for the
passage of my resolution, calling for
an Investigation of the baseball trust
and I feel- - confident that at last we
are about to get down in black and
white the actual facts about the great
sport in which so many millions of
'American citizens are interested.
While I appreciate keenly the value
ot an investigation to the patrons of
the major leagues, my interest has
been aroused chiefly to the plight of
the minor leagues the hundreds of
smaller cities throughout the country
and the multitude of patrons ' of
minor league games, now at the mercy
of the major organizations.
x
The most audacious and autocratic
tiust in the country is the one which
presumes to control baseball. Its officials announce through the press the
dictates of a governing commission
(the national commission) how competition Is stifled; how territory and
games are appointed; how prices are

Iowa-railroa-

SOX GAME
vtterans and oldtimers, while the
WILL BE A FAST ONE, White Sox, with the exception of one,
are all youngsters who are just startThe game tomorrow afternoon at ing their baseball career, and. if they
(he college grounds between the Grays keep playing the way they have been
and White Sox will be one of the best playing they have a great future beever seen in the local grounds, as both fore them.
teams are very strong and have been
The Santa Fe band has been engagpiacticing hard all week. Every aft- ed to play before and during the game.
ernoon this week the players of both All know how sweet music our band
- teams have been out on the
grounds plays, and tomorrow they will render
practicing and getting in condition a good concert during the game. The
for the coming battle.
two teams will meet at the plaza at
The Grays have gathered a team 2 o'clock, Where the band will render
.
jwhich can compete with any in the two or three selections and from there
state, they have in the lineup veter- the teams will parade with the band
ans of many seasons, who have played fcllowed by the loyal fans to the colon the local diamond for several years, lege grounds, where the players' will
and they will be strengthened by the irdulge in a little practice before the
addition of three St. Michaels college game, and then the game will be called
players." ; The three stars of "the co- at 3 o' clock.
Jim Lopez will twirl for the Grays
llege team will, play with the Grays
tomorrow, two of them will play the and he is in better form now than
i
outfield and another will be behind ever before and tomorrow he expects
the bat. The Grays recognize the to pitch one of the best games of his
fact that they are going up against career. "Rube" Marez will hurl the
r
cue of the strongest teams in the state, sphere for the White Sox, and being
bo they have discarded some of their la good form and with proper support,
v
weak players, and have put in their he will give the Grays a run for their
,
,
places college players, and It is also money.
said that one of the Elks' players will The lineup will be as follows;
be in the Grays' infield. So if they White Sox
. J. Berardinelli, catcher.
lose tomorrow they will have no
to make.
Marez, pitcher.
J. Alarid, shortsop.
The White Sox, on the other hand,
have also been practicing hard and
Padllla, first base.
v improving their team work and are
P. Berardinelli, second base.
lu good shape for tomorrow's battle. H. Alarid, third base.
J. Ortiz, left field.
JThey were short one player, as Arcy
has left for Williams, Ariz., where he Garcia, center field. .
,Hill play th3 coming season, but they
Baker, right' f leld..
"
will have, in his place Henry Alarid,
Gonzales, substitute. ;
'
the veteran player, who was the best Grays
i
inflelder of the Bouthwest a few years Griego, catcher. y
;
Lopez, pitcher.
ago. He has been practicing with the
Law, shortstop.
:
boys and seems to be as good as ever
L. Anderson, first base.
before.
',
- The game tomorrow will be greatly 1). Anderson, second base.
""- iClancy, third base.
enjoyed by the local fans, as both
'
' teams are very evenly matched and
;:.
Parsons, left field.
the game will not be decided until the Anaya, center field."
Jast man is out. The Grays have in Gomez, right field.
their, team players .who were great F. Ortiz, Duran, Baca.
favorities with the local fans, and no The game will be called at 3 o'clock.
doubt will be glad to seem them again Admission 25 cents. Follow the band
The Grays are almost all and root for your favorite team.
Jin the field.
C RAYS-WHIT-

!

41

9

1

...r

p

3
0

Despite the fact that Tesreau has

had two home runs made off him in
less than one full game, he undoubt
edly will remain on the Giants pay
roll all season long, and will receive
the consideration of the jury of experts 'serving on the Chalmers car
reward for the National league's best
player.
Certain pastimers start, brilliantly
and then slow up. A National leaguer
who got away to a grand start in 1012
at the expense of a pitcher was Jack
Spratt, then third baseman of the Bostons. The records show that he made
three home runs and all were obtained off Grover Cleveland Alexander,
of the Phillies. When the season endking
ed, Alexander, was tle strike-ou- t
of the National league and Spratt
was in the minors, having been sent
there in June.
BALLOON RACE STARTS FROM
KANSAS CITY, JULY FOURTH.
Kansas City.Mo., May 3. The national elimination balloon race, the
winners of which will represent the
United States In tjie next James Gordon Bennett International, trophy race,
vail start from this city on July 4.
Officials of the Kansas City Aero
club decided yesterday to hold the
race from here after receiving a message from Ihe Aero Club of "America,
urging that the local club handle the

To-N-

i

DELAYED SQUEEZE

IS BIRMINGHAM'S

versity.
Dr. Jordan said personally he Con-- !
siders the bill unconstitutional.
"I am opposed to a state usurping
federal power," he said. "If the Unit-ed States maintains its standing
among other nations it must act as a
unit. If it allows California to do
something to usurp its power and
then tries to fix the blame where it,
belongs, the question soon would be
The Japasked 'who is California?'.
anese either can be kept out of, the
United States with a club or they can
be admitted and they will go to work."
Dr. Jordan's opinion was expressed
in an address before the city club
Dr. Jordan is a
here this afternoon.
delegate to the peace congress now in
session here, - The case, that in the"
opinion of Dr. Jordan, will be tested)
it the supreme court, will result in a
decision as to whether a line can be
drawn between' the property owning
rights of Persians, Armenians, Turks
and kindred nationalities eligible to
citizenship and the Japanese and Chinese who are not eligible under tN

"

F.R'Y

A. T , & S.
j

TIME TABLE
Effective January

1st,

If 13.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and

s

No. 10 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10

J

The delayed squeeze is a real play
'
and a new one.
Manager Birmingham of the Naps is
its Inventor, and some folk may laugh
a', him when he talks of it as really
a wise play, but Brlmy has included
It regularly in the list of surprise
plays on the Nap repertorie.
;
Brlmy has worked four squeezes
this year when he himself was at the
bat, three with Joe Jackson on third
ard one with Joe Chapman there.
Every one has scored the man and
two have been of the delayed variety.
In the squeeze play, as originally devised, the runner on third starts as federal laws.'
scon as the pitcher begins to wind
up and the batter tries to bunt. But
the pitcher often guesses what's up
and pitches out so the batter can't
possibly hit, and the runner is made
to look foolich by being caught at the
plate in an apparent effort to steal
home.
Brlmy. is perfecting at plan whereby
the runner does not start until he
sees the batter about to. make an effort
at the ball. That gives a flying start
and insures the batsman of a good
Inchance : to make connections.
cidentally, the pitcher or baseman

ffht

u

Pyioes,
iMHil

iiisa

B

'

m'

;;V

:.,'

.i

carries passengers

No. 3

querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con.
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-of-f
:
Albuquerque . with
v
train for Clovis and Pecos Val- ley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.

Santa Fe LodgeNo,,
P. O. E.,
460, B.
'
holds its regular
' session on the sec-ond
and'' fourth
Wednesday ct each
V
month.
ting

ssia

"

PATHE- -

l--

O

A

Great

ID.

v

1

:

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Exalted Ruler,
C. H. WILSON,

Secretary.

Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit- rag neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
'
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodes
meets ' regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome. ;
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
.Lodge No. 259, holds - Its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
BENITO ALARID, President. :
CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead . No.

.

ood

Meets

ELKS'

::
16

second

and fourth

s
month

Mon-da-

y

of the

at the

Fireman's Hall.
:

H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1 1

II

banta Fe Lodge
Knights of

No. 2,

Pythias meets
every Monday,
8 o'clock

evening at
Odd
Fellows
V
Hall.
In

Reports."

"COMEDY

of Ameri-

can Yoemen.

-

Call "Central" for Train

Subject.

Brotherh-

2879,

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
.a. m.

:

M.

eo-ci-

No. 9 westbound.

'

Fe

13514,

meeting third

Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con-- ,
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and

"'

Santa

Camp
Vf. A.
meets second Tuesday each month,

Lfsave

2-R- eel

"The Cheapest Way
j

11

brothers are Invited and welcome.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to
i nect with No. 7 westbound car
I rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
! 4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.

.

Red and White Roses,"
; !

p.

to. Albu-

E. C.

P, O. E.

n

four-bagge-

T bl

fll'in

.,

!

May 2.
The players who poled homers off
'
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Tesreau this year were Bill Rariden,
At
Columbus
who used to be Rube Marquard's
.. 0 4
back-stownen the portsider was with Kansas City
9
8
.,
Canton, and J. Carlisle Smith, who Columbus
started the eeason in sad fashion, since Seabel, Covington and Kritcheli;
and Smith.
Tom Seaton whiffed him thrice.

'

.,

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 11th de- gree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite or
Free Masonry meets en
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in' the evening In the New
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.

?

VITAGRAPH

mm

p. m.

I

'

I

Secretary.

WESLEY O. CONNER, JR
w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

spit-1alle-

.;.

V

,

';

Santa Fe Commanflery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

j

1

-

,

''";

1

at

.

H. P.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

f

anti-alie-

Hegular

at Masonic. Hall

'

4-

t

7:3.0 p. m,
3. A. MASSIE,

i

......

' A. - M.

second
convocation
Monday of each month

'

,

CONGRESSMAN GALLAGHER.

"

4t'.i

.'jkiuft'

S'

-

n

All

visiting
are most

Knights
cordially invited.
7; A. P. HII., C. C.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.

.

:

.

-

.v:,

HEME

'

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1913.

STATES BANK

UNITED

&

PERSONtUSMISSION

TRUST CO,

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request Its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the read
ers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

CAPITAL 850,000 00
a General Banking Business

Does

w

Your Patronage Solicited
N.

4
8. LAIIGHLIN, President.
BHAMY
'

,

'1'.:.

hotel.
Sirs. H.C. Lewis' of Port land, Oregon, is expected here this evening to
visit her daughter, Mrs. II. S.

Very Large Display of SB"
i
BEAUTIFUL

"1
SELIGiN

OF FLOODS

WMl

4f

v

in UWIl
THE LOWEST.
1

I IVWO

viiia Pnnii nr
AAiiriiiiiirii'r
turn m hirmumi.

aw

hi i mi

MANY

TOWNS

AND

GOODS

CO.

Ginghams,
Egyptian Tissue 25c

I

Pretly, Dainty Pal'erns, only

CITIES

a.

Coitus in plain shades only, very stylish and servicable, only

w

opportunity to play the amusing game
is known iu such a complicat-- .
ctl and uncertain form of government
j that which exists
in Chicago as
'
j
passing the buck." Thus, for in- 'Stance, when some public complaint
is made, the mayor may point an ae- icusing linger at the city council, which
In turn blames the county
commissoners, who are sorry that the whole,
matter is really under he control of
iht sanitary district. With all the
l ower, botli executive and
J In the same hands there is no chance
to dodge.
There are advantages, also in the
selection of the commissioners from
the city at large Instead of from cer-tain wards. In a council made up of
wal.d mPmbprs evel.y subj,,ct is certain
t
n,
ln ha nnalAA f,
i.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST..

jv.likh

Miss
is with
man &
visit in

per yard.

THE NEW CLOTH,

ENGLISH CORD
Tn

DRY

MILLINERY

THE PLAN IS BITTERLY

'

A

ADOLF

ADOPT IT.

How-ma-

'

RULE

DIRECT RESULT

F. T. Cheatham, of Tuos, was In
lowu yesterday on legal business.
Franji Bond, flit well known Espa-nol- a
luerchanl, is at the De Vargas

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

PAGE FIVE

35c

yd.

PHONE 180.

j
j

INSL'RE WITH

HAYWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

Ida Smith, stenographer, who
is modern,
FOUGHT BY POLITICIANS
the law firm of Wilson, Bowis well located.
leaves
a
for
Dunlavy,
Monday
Is close in.
Wisconsin.
Is In a good neighborhood.
Tri'
K.
C. Abbott, Ed. L. Safford, (By Henry M. Hyde in Chicago
Judge
Is a home.
bune.)
clerk of the district court, and Mrs. G.
Is, best of all, offered at a reasonable
F. lIcNitt, official court stenographer,
The Fame tidal wave that in lHuu alIn Precinct No. 4 (South Side)
price.
are all expected home today, having most swept Galveston off the ui"p has
been in .attendance at court at Aztec, since swept away the old forms of muIf you contemplate purchase of a home and want to secure
"your
San Juan county.
towns and
nicipal government in
worth" it will pay you to inquire at once of
money'6
Stflte Engineer French and J. W. cities in thirty-thte- e
states.
See Us at Once and Get. Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Johnson returned last night in the
Three men climbed up out of the.
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
state automobile
driven
.v
by John .....o ...
v.., .,u
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
F.vans, having covered 1000 miles on power into their own hands.
They
their trip from here to the south v. ere civilians, untitled unchosen, ut.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
',.!,,,
::::
boundary of the state and return.
terly at first without warrant of
The question is not so much how
Charles
Rathburn and
Howell j law. They ruled by right of the old
livien returned yesterday from their law of the sjd'ongest. Tiny were rank will such a law affect the people of
(
relief
trip, having been down the road usurpers, violating most of the time-- ' the city as a whole. Each alderman
REAL ESTATE
SURETY BONDS.
INSURANCE
this side of Estancia, to meet the state honored principles of
' Is likely to be guided by what he feels
representative
A
engineers party, the car of the latter government. They were c ity council, is the sentiment of his own little ward.
Phone, 189 J.
is
to
certain
There
be
pull-on
logrolling,
account
stalled
trouof
tire
being
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
mayor, chief of police, judge and ex-and hauling, trading
and com-- .
ble.
petitioners all in one. Hut under their ing
1 19 San Francisco St.,
:
run by electricity or alcohol? Ihaveafine
:
DISHES
Santa Fe, New Mexico
little
with
consideration
of
Aldo Leopold, of the forestry serv- - strone hands a new and blirirpr flnl- promises,
of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grad- e
assortment
the larger interests of the city.
has been quite ill for the past few veston rose out of me
.receding Hood.
ft I I I I I I TfTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT ice,
dishes, on which you can cook a
chafing
days but is much improved now. Ac
The form, and methods of the new
and
the
which will make a cup
meal,
percolators
his
In
forwas
who
election
the
of
wife,
companied by
commissioners, po
government' were revolutionary but;
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
merly Miss Stella Bergere, he has so were the results.' It was govern- litical conventions and the use of party,
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bergere ment
names and symbols are done away
by commission, and in Galves iwith. At
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H.
YONTZ,
at their home on Grant avenue.
the primaries it is made
to
at
trt- it
seemed
be
ton,
least,
Frank P. Sturges, deputy IT. S.
name
to
tor
citizen
his
easy
any
get
mendously efficient.' Seven years went before the voters as a
marshal, has returned from Colum- before
candidate. Then
the seed germinated.
During the
bus, N. 51., and other towns near the
men
eight
getting the largest num
border where he saw the United
ber of votes among the candidates for
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY.
followed
the
Galveston
Then,
example.
States troops go through their field
iCtommissioner and the two leading'
root first in Iowa,
day exercises. Mr. Sturges says it is suddenly, catching
.candidates for mayor become automat'
idea
the
over
all
the
spread
country.
quiet along the Luna county border
candidates whose;
ii.:ally the only
names appear on the ballot at the reg- strip as far as the insurgents are
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
Radical western states like Kansas jular election. There they are print- Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best concerned. School
County
Superintendent Con- and Oklahoinavere not much quickened in alphabetical order, with nothing
- of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
way accompanied by Mrs. Conway to give the new plan a trial than were.t make any distinction among them.
left this afternoon for Madrid to at- - such ancient conservatives as Massa'
One apparent danger is that of
Hack
ReLines.
itend the school entertainment to' be
and New Jersey. California ting supreme power into the hands of;
9
W
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone
Prof. Vi- and Maine mark the limits of its ion- - ia few men vho may, conceivably prove
given there this evening.
Best Rigs you
cente Lorenzo, Americo Digneo and gitudinal spread, with Illinois, Iowa incompetent or dishonest. It was that
SADDLE
'
POMES.
AND
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. McCrimmon also and Michigan in the mirl.llp
TWO
FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
danger which defeated the commission
,,.
accompanied the superintendent. Lo-it
was
when
to
first
',,.,.,,
plan
Phone
3 1 0 San Francisco St.
proposed
nnlm,!inQ
139.
in
Nln,,,,v
renzo's orchestra will furnish tlle
power, have always bitterly fought jt'ie legislature of Iowa. As a defense
music for the occasion.
proposals to adopt the commission iagainst such a contingency the initiaVernon L. Sullivan, the well known form of government.
itive, referendum and recall have been
jmade a feature of commission govern- fcrmer state engineer, who now re-Iu the earlier days, when the comin most cities where it has been
sides in BUena Vista, came in last
jnient
missions in Galveston, Des Moines,
night and was stopping at the De and the other pioneers seemed to be adopted.
Under this provision a franchise for
jVargas. Mr. Sullivan was greeting his succeeding, it was said that what
the use of the public streets or alleys
many old friends here today. He has
in comparawork well
must, after having been passed by the
just come from the Pecos valley, might small townsenough
We
You Money.
IS A GREAT COWFORT.' We have some of the
would go all to commission, he submit ted in a ref-where he has been looking over the tively
Well-Mamore
of
when
to
and
Brussels
than
Finest
populations
eiendmn vote of the people for their
Carpets
kugs
214
giound for parties who may be inter pieces
attract the eye and meet the purse.
If a law is pas&ed by the
jested in building an electric and wa- 100,000 came to be dealt with. A 'approval.
We
Sell
for
: , We also have some -- Handsome Furniture,
iter power railroad in that locality, to gieat city is a complex organisation, - (commission to which at least 25 per
and its government must be accord- cent of the voters object,
they can, by
jtring the towns of the region in
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is dis-'- ,.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
with the Santa Fe. There ingly complicated. As if in answer 'signing a petition, have the enforce-- ;
"played in bur show windows. We ask you to
or
to
defiance
is!
that argument, thejment of the law suspended until it
iare several places, such as Hope, that
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
!are now cut off from the outside world last widely scattered group to adopt 'submitted to and approved by a ma-which We are Goto? to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
and the building of an electric line the commission form includes such jority of the people at a special olec-- ,
MlllieillllllllMII
through that section would he ftf in- large cities as Oakland, Calif., with ;tion.
"i
.
200,000
to
value
estimable
the people of Eddy
inhabitants; Memphis, Tenn.,
If at. any time 25 per cent of the
and Chaves counties.
Mr. Sullivan with 200,000; New Orleans, with 375,- home today by way of the 000; St. Paul, Main., with 250,000, and Sectors decide that any commissioner
for
leaves
- - 1 16
AND
CO.
M. O'CONNELL,
not giving satisfaction they can
Pecos valley.
Jersey City, with nearly 300,000 peo-M- "
force
an
of
the
election
inside
at
limits.
its
calling
pie
...
which he may, if he desires, submit
PINK BOLL WORM IS
In Xew York state, "Buffalo, wllhjllis case again to the people in oppo-hal- f
NEW MENACE TO COTTON.
a million population, has beensi,ion '9 sucn other candidates as may
Washington, D. C, May 3. The department of agriculture is " alarmed fighting for a charter which will glvejue named.
t
The feaKS of many serious and
over a threatened invasion of these' it a right to try the commission form,
DISTRIBUTOR OF
shores of the "pink boll worm."
has so far been defeated in the jservative citizens that the possession
referendum-anreThis dangerous enemy in cotton legislature
In the legislature ofCf "le Initiative,
171...... 1
,I
nl.tnM..ln
Pennsylvania there has been an ef
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
other cotton producing areas where it fort to get through a new charter for
(Continued on page eight).
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
is widely distributed.
with
Philadelphia,
permission to adopt
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
It is feared the pest might thrive the commission form.
.
m
License Numbers, 66-6Day or Nif lit Phone, 130 Main.
withas
and
it
can
this
live
country
In Illinois the law permits every city a uiixuxrinnjmujuuuTnjvinuTjrLag
jin
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Next Door to Postoffice,
in the seed dormant for about six in
the state, with the exception of
months the danger is all the greater.
Chicago, to exercise its liberty of
The officials think it might even do choice. And out in
:
Kansas, petitions
more harm to cotton than the weevil, are
being circulated asking that the
now here, which crossed the border
PRESBYTERIAN
present state legislature and state gov.(Hit.
li
Sfc.
ernment be abolished and an elective
AVPnirAM ll from the cotton fields of Mexico.
EGGS FOR HATCHING
commission of either elght of sixteen
CHURCH
members installed as the supreme exe- of
and
cutive
authority
-CD. the state. Most remarkable of the
GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
all,
13
present governor of Kansas has taken
ATLANTA, G A.
the field in support of the proposition,
Where Quality Governs the Price
The early hatched Chick makes
1st.
May 14th
The first great advantage
the Winter Layer !
of the
and Price the Quality
commission form is tha,t it concen-- '
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
trates the power and the responsiIt is with
bility iu a few 'hands.
Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe
many apologies to the city hall a
'
&4
Its not a new Idea, hut one
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
MARkI
Dates of Sale, May 10 to IJ, 1913.
mJADE MARK MTER
great real easier for the public to keep
well worth considering when
PEGGED
!
Phone 204 J.
315 Palace Ave.
close watch on four or five commis
::S
you buy your Groceries. The
EXTENDED RETURN LIMIT
sioners than it, is on seventy aldermen,
purity and wholesomeness of
RECEIVED DAILY
a herd of county board members, and
By depositing tickets with joint
all ' foods sold in our store
and always kept under
half a company of other elective ofagent at Atlanta, not later than
Is your best kind of Health
June 10th, and payment of $1 exficials.
Insurance for you. Inferior
refrigeration.
tension of final limit may be obThe same advantages, apply in the
goods are not sold by us. We
Our Most Complete Garden List
tained to reach original starting
election of commissioners.
is
It
to
poswho
wish
leave
those
that
first-cla- ss
only realized the business-buildin- g
power
point not later than midnight of
sible for the voters to. inform themHIGH
to' take chances.
XISTCXjJJIDJES
June 30th 1913.
selves as to the ability; and the honQUALITY AND A PRICE AS
and
stationery, you would choose your own Bond
RADISHES
LOW AS THIS .QUALITY
esty of four or five men, While
For Further Particulars Call On or Addms,
PARSLEY
WILL PERMIT, Is the basis
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
again with most , humble a oologies
SPINACH
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
it is beyond reason to expect a busy
upon which we want our
CUCUMBERS
elector to know the fadts about the
to make
reputation to rest." Pfease
business Stationery
And,
Santa
Fe, - - New Mexico
CELERY
"remember this, i, ;
Fire, Life, Accident
present multitude of candidates for
CALIF. HEAD LETTUCE
100
efficient, you would specify
office. Plata (Mass, Etc. Etc
CAULIFLOWER
Another reason for the comparative
TENDER
ASPARAGUS
efficiency of the' commission form is
NEW BEETS
the Trost Did Not
RECEIVED
the fact that entire responsibility for
NEW CABBAGE'
man.
rests
with
a
results
'MaMMMM"asjssBaawMsaMMsjBBsijMi
single
load of gcod
BERMUDA ONIONS
Get the Bugs and
Thus the whole department of finance
City Property, Farms .
Boss
YOUNG ONIONS
and accounts is put in the charge ot
GREEN PEAS
Ranches, Orchards
Insects Will!
one commissioner; streets and public
PURE FOODS
GREEN. STRING BEANS
Land Grants,
works are the sole domain of another;
NEW POTATOES
Monarch Canned Golds,
Unless you act right now.
public safety, including the police,
DENVER HEAD LETTUCE
Richelieu Canned flood, - gre and health departments, is in the
Do not delay.
RHODES'
ARTICHOKES
Hunt'a Hand Peeled Califor hands of a third; a fourth, named as
The De Luxe Business Paper
PATENT
TREE
PAINT
POTATOES
SWEET
will
the mayor, is at the head of public af-nia Canned Fruits.
GIVE YOU ABS0LU IE PROTECTION
the
of
fifth
'
may1
haye charge
fairs;
NEW CARROT8
Of
because by comparison you would find
COUPON CHASE & SANBORN'S
parks and public property. Each is
NOW IS THE TIME.
CRYSTAL WAX ONIONS'"
in his own business organiza
supreme
Coffee.,
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
tion. The five sitting together as a
Washington State Winesap and
Telephone 194 W.,Jtoom 24
commission deoide policies, pass or
makes
impressiveness, and all
Ben
make
the
the
Black
taxes,
dinances, levy
city
Apples.
NOVELTY WORKS,
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
tudget, and generally boss things.- really productive.
104 QALISTEO ST.,
ORANGES'
LEMONS
PINEAPPLES
KAUNE & CO.
H.
- NEWMEXICO Telephone 157 W.
If
SANTA FE.N.M.
SNTAPH
"the
say,
GRAPE-FRUIgoes
see
anything
wrfng,
T
And
the
specify
today.
police department, It is perfectly, easy l
difference. Let
show you samples.
for the public to And the man who is
Scratch Pads ot all descrlDtlons in
Strawberries Every Day.
.
New Mexican Want Ads always
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
all
qualities, 10 pounds for E0 cent)
to
.; cannot
blame.
And
,k
possibly
f.
anerrEfl-- :
TPor .Safe
New Xcxlcan office
bring results. Try' it
evade the responsibility.
There is no Si ruuutminniuihxrui.'inAnAnnninrD

DON DIEGO ADDITION
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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WHY BE BAKED OVER

(!

HOT STOVE?

1

1

-
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN

JEWELER,

THE STAR BARN
GENERAL LIVERY f
and Baggage
Entire Stable

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

stocked.

'
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can get.
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Can Save
Telephone a Trial Order.
Buy and
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determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters t for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as or
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its poiicy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
netds.
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all Countries.
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vivors of one of the great
triods of our national life the soldiers of the war. The setting aside of
!oi.e day in the year to pay tribute to
their memory and achievements was
Just what should have been done, and
the American people should never let
the day go by without a fitting recog-jt,,- ,
.it ion
I am glad that preparations are being made here to recognize the day
We do
by appropriate ceremonies.
well to recall the great events of our
r ational life. These days' help to keep
alive the spark of patriotism which is
so necessary an element not only in
l
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PROMISING WORK
AT FARMINGTON

1

business.

Farmington, N. M., May 3. On
Thursday the water lift installed by
G. W. Saminons on his tract ot land
the uega was given ltg iuitiai try.
out. It raises the water out of the
ditch to a reservoir built on the high'
est point of the land. The reservoir
is US feet above the ditch, but the lift
of 40
carries the water up to a height
"
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right spirit within
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Sunday school 9:45 a. in. Fred
superintendent. Morning worship, 11 o'clock. Theme, "Living reincarnations of Jesus." Junior Endeavor IJ p. m. Adult Endeavor 6:45.
Subject, "The prayer lite of the En7:45.
Mr. Richard's Experience With Dif- deavor."
Evening
worship
Theme "Drifting away," a baccalauPeaches and reate serman to the graduating class
ferent Diets.
of the Allison school. Special music
Buttermilk for Three Years.
at both services. On Monday evening
at 8 o'clock the gradual lug exercises
of the Mission schools will Jje held in
Mb.
Mr.
Richards
Cecilton,
George
Usual prayer meeting
of this place, dining Hie past 12 years the church.
has probably tried more different diet) 7:45 Wednesday evening.
Everyone
than the average person would ever us is cordially invited to the house of
in a lifetime.
praise and prayer. "Jesus, thou Son
What he has fo say about his experi- of David, have mercy upon us."
ments, must therefore be highly interest"
oT
i M - tirrunrtlc-Ta mcmuumi,
oumi
oi.
ing to anyone suffering from indigestior
orsiomacn irouuics oi any kiiiu
Ho c9v"For. nin than 15 vmm usual services will he resumed at the
...
I sultered witn
stpmacii troubles, and Methodist church.
naid hundreds of dollars for doctor billi
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I
was also operated on
and medicines.
a. m.
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ior piles.
Junior Epworth League at jl p. m
I lived on dried pearhes and buttermilk
Senior Epworth League at 7 p. m.
for nearly three years. The only thing
that would not give me pain was raw eggs,
Evening worship at S p. m.
1
1 was a
could no!
physical wreck.
prayer and Bible training!
.
elnpn anA uac as near
rrayv an a nmri
.
at
TM.i p. m.
ediiesuay
could well be.
j
s
Sunday, May 11th, will be
I must say that after taking two
ed n8 Mother s Day at this chinch,
of Thedford's
r
it did me more good than all 1 ever spenl Suitable music and sermon for the
other medicines.
caslon will be rendered.
Come and
I have been working aaiiy on the farrr wear a white
carnation iu honor of
ever since, and I am as hard as iron.'' mother.
This purely vegetable remedy has been
J. M. SHIMKR, Pastor.
in successful use for more than 70 yean.
Santa Fe, X. M., May 2, 1!1 3.
Try it. Butbesuietliat it's "TliedfcrdV

LARGE AUDIENCE AT LIVED

Ttnn. centuries :t has been known that Nature s most valuable health
F inff &eonts for the cure of disease are found in our American forests.
Over forty years ago Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician to the Invalids' HI
Hotel and Sunrical Institute at Buffalo, N.Y., used the powdered extracts as well as
the liauid extracts of native medicinal plants, such as Bloodroot and Queen's root.
Golden Seal and Stone root. Cherry bark and Mandrake, for the cure of blood
diseases. This prescription as put up m liquid form was called
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the
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George Shima is "Potato King" of few bad years, but his money mark
nvP Ct.lt Tnn.l--shaft and running a tunnel to find York," she said, "and he seemed to
The exhibit proved decidedly InterRooms 1, 2 and 3.
the extent of the seam we may have take a fancy to me right off, like that. esting. Apart from the usual display the Pacific coast, worth a million dol- ltas been continually rising. In 1910,
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he made a fortune.
Phone Red 6.
something of interest to publish on Ha.asked me where I lived. He was of ability in penmanship, drawing, wa- lars.
COMING TO COLORADO
Owner of 400 acres of United States
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the subject later. Santa Rosa Sun. such a dear old man that I told him. ter colors, and needlework, there were
Today George Shima is rated a mil- Colorado Springs, Colo., May 3- .- MAY LOCATE COLONY.
lionaire and controls 5000 acres of Cal- And by Appointment.
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nrd University, will be next exchange
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leases and he is a Jap. He is
ceipt of a letter from the secretary avenuef My business was physical were of tho domestic science departThere is nothing so sacred to him
M. D.,
of the Home Health club of Chicago culture, piano and painting lessons ment and consisted of all kinds of
an alien unable to take any professor to lecture at Colorado Col- C. C.
inquiring about San Juan. county and and I netted $200 a week for my stock good things to tickle the palate and as his word. Once he has given it to interest, other than passing interest, lege, according to word received here
PHVSICAN and SURGEON,
the possibility of locating-- a health ing. ,
nourish the body. The Allison school you, it will never be broken. He is a in the government; a man whose sole today.
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tireless worker and only by his bull- - purpose can be nothing other than to
,
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"When I told Johnny I was a wark-in- is proud of its domestic science trainwoman he took on terribly. Short- ing and it seems a pity this portion of
increase his own
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wealth, George
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all financed and were making arrange- ly after our first meeting he learned the exhibit can not be shipped to
Shima stands above all others, a dis1 to If a. m. 2 to 4 p. m
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ments to locate same in Arkansas that I was to have a birthday and he
tinctive individual of fhe west. He is
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power. An agricultural magnate". A
was read before the' Discussion club a piano asTa present. In December,
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A Simple Method That Has a Wonderful
and published in full In the Albu- 1906, he told me how fond he was of
because he shows convincingly and
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Influence upon The Future Infant.
querque Journal came to their notice me and asked me to give up my busi- Santa Fe Citizens Gladly Testify and
conclusively to what power the JapaJanuary 28, 1913.
Too
can not be said for a wondorful
and' upon reading and considering ness. . He argued for a long time and
nese has risen in the west. He typi- rmelT, much
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Young for I agreed to comply with the terms he
fies thg Japanese situation on the PaKidney Pills.
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It U more eloquent in its action tban alt
set.
further particulars.
It is testimony like the following
cific coast.
He is the most remark- Pino de Alar Id, heir of Jose
San Juan county will profit much
"lie was as generous as could be. that has placed Doan's Kidney Pill's so
Jable result of a condition which per
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M
When people
by proper publicity and all, citizens All I had to do was to look out for my far above competitors.
mitted these little brown men to enwho, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homeshould do all possible to help make home. At first he gave me $50 a right here at home raise their voice
croach upon the Pacific coast.
stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
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i a little scrap argument I mean and Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenother George Shimas drift into this
he went away angry. After that he Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
tion to make five year proof, to escountry with the stream of Japanese
HOW'S THIS?
only gave me $45 a week, and after to confirm the public statement I gave
tablish claim to the land above deimmigrants, that pours in every yeat,
tix months or so he cut my allowance in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
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scribed, before Register and Receiver,
and
control
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of
5000
got
perdown
to
$20.'seven years ago. I found them to be
ward for any Case of Catarrh That
U. S. Land Office at3anta Fe. N. M.,
fectly good agricultural land, ' then
an excellent remedy and I have never
Cannot be Cured by Hall' Catarrh
"Finally in August 1911, we
on the 10th day cf March, 1913.
what?
Cure.
spat and he loft angrier thatI hesitated to vouch for their merit
vr laid down for tht Rnltano
thft health mips
Claimant names as witnesses:
best minds of this country are of
mothers.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. had ever seen him. After that he when an opportunity has been present
It in an external appliJuan Baca, Placldo Lopez, of Ley,
that spread!-- . Its influence npon all the
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We, the undersigned, have known F. only gave me money twice and fhe ed. For two years I was ir bad shape
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Villanueva,
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ture calls into play: they expand gracefully N. M.,
ture," says Shima.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and payments were only $45 each.
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joyful anticipation
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reasons that the Jap is able to grad- the greatest of all womanly amhlllon.
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ually get
directly
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monopoly
strangleand tlisimsition of the future generahold variety, on our agricultural re- character
The spring months often find a wome out I would not have a roof over not only drove away bachache, but
tion. It la a conceded fact that, with nausea,
by his firm,
i
pain, nervousness ond dread banished, there is man tired out, with pain in back, hips
,
sources?
- . .
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
my head."
regulated the passages of the kidney
r
stored up such an abundance of healthy energy
John P. McLaughlin, commissioner as to bring into being the highest ideals o( and head, nervous
What return did you make to Mr. secretions and, toned up my entire
Toledo, CU
and sleepless.
those who fondly theorUe on the rules that
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-Ball- Bogart for all these money pre- system."
of labor In California, says:
"If the Insure the coming
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Foley iKdney Pills will quickly prove
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GEO. SHIMA.
Friend ran be had A any druggist
west is to be preserved for the white at Mothers'
acting directly upon theblood sents?" asked Bogart's counsel. ,
For sale by alt dealer. Price 50
Si. 00 a bottle, and it is unquestionably one their worth and value as a healer of
'
and mucous surfaces ot the system.
"I always told him 'thank you!' in cents. Foster-Milbuthat always has a place among all kidney and bladder ailments and
Co., Buffalo, dog determination has he made a suc- race, then we must legislate against of those remedies
the cherished few in the medicine cabinet,- Testimonials sent free Price 75 cents my nicest manner," said. Miss Goddu New York, sole Agents for the United cess of his career. He has faced fail- the Jap."
Motht-r'Friend la prepared by the Bradfield Irregularities.
They ara a splendid
ilator Co., 138 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, ua..
bottle. Sol4.by alt Druggteto.
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ure after failure in which his money - Shima educated,
States.
n :
and intelligent
sweetly. .; '''".'X.i-'-X- '
remedy for rheumatism, clearing tho
v
noted family doctor,
the formula or
consU-patio. Miaa Goddu is a
to them fne a verr tnatructlre book to uric acid from the
TW Hall's Family Pilte tor
's
and has been swept away, his time lost, Japanese is a living example that
Remember, the
comely woman", of
joints and syBten,
See that your ittUgfM will
expectant mothers.
- -,
' I'tlflld.
about 39 yere.
take no ottar.
i Try them,
The Capital Phormacy. ;
k$?, A"
and bit years of bard work undone.
Laughlin is right
supply you will
and has enjoyed a large sale for all these years in every drug store in the
fi) land. You can now obtain the powdered extract in sucar-coate- d
tablet form of
postacre stamna for trial bux to
''tout medicine dealer, or send 60cN.in one-ceY., and tablets will be mailed, postage prepaid.
Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo,
The "Golden Medical Discovery" makes rich, red blood, invigorates the
stomach, liver and bowels and through them the whole system. Skin
affections, blotches, boils, pimples and eruptions result of bad blood
i eradicated cy this alterative extract as thousands have testified.
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Company.
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W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
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